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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The study reported on here was an investigation into the

acquisition of English sentential Complementation by adult native

speakers of Finnish. A written test, consisting of pi.x production

tasks which included thirteen subcategor6ation categories arid six

syntactic categories and a small comprehension section, was admin-

istered to forty-three Finnish students at the University of JyväskylN,

Finland, during 1974-75.

The study consisted of two parts. The first part was a cross-

sectional analysis-to determine if there was an invariant learning

sequence for the sentential complement structures. Recent second

language acquisition studies have shown that such invariant learning.

sequences exist for morphemes and negation (Dulay and Burt 1973, 1974;

'Bailey, Madden and Kreshen 1974; Hyltenstam 1977). The hierarchy of

difficulty found for the Finnish speakers was tompared with that of

Ilk another study which investigated the acquisition of English sentential

complement structures by adult Puerto Rican students (Anderson 1976)

in order to determine whether or not the invariant difficulty sequences

are comparable between the two language groups. In studies by. Krashen,

Sterlazza, Feldman and Fathman (1976) and Larsen (1975), the learning

sequences were the same across language 9roups.

The second part of the study looked at the students use of these

complement structures over a nine-month period. In particular, an

analysis was made to see if the cross-sectionally derived ordering

of difficulty reflected the subjects' difficulty with these items

over.time. A study by Rosansky (1976) indicated that longitudinal

rankings do not match cross-sectional rankings. The study also in-

cluded an investigation into the degree of individual variation;

that is, how closely the ordering for one subject over time

compares with the longitudinal rankings for the other subjects.

Researchers who have also looked at this question include Rosansky ,

(1976), Bertkud (1974),-and Krashen, Houch, GiUnchi, Bode, Birnbaum,

and Strei (1976). If it is found that longitudinalyankings do not

match crosssectional rankings due to individual variations, this

would be an indication that individual difference5 in language

acquisition are being obscured by group data. Such an indication would
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have significant implications for further second language acquisition

research. Another issue addressed in the study was the prevalence of

consistency in a subject's interlanguage.

Chapter 2 presents a review of the literature; the procedure for

the study is outlined in Chapter 3, with the results being presented

in Chapter 4. A discussion of the results, considerations for further

research and pedagogilal implications are contained in Chapter 5.

a
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CHAPTER 2

SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION STUDIES

Second language acquisition studies have primarily focused on

the errors made by subjects learning a second language in order to

determine (1) invariant orders of acquisition for different structures

and (2) the prpcesses and strategies involved in acquiring a second

languge. Chapter 2 examines and evaluates these two areas of second

language acquisition research.

2.1. Invariant Orders of Acquisition

Numerous studies of second language acquisition have been based

on first language acquisition research models. Two popular first

language acquisition 'research models have been Brown's (1973) lon-

gitudinal study of three children (ages at the beginning of the

study: eighteen, twenty-seven, and twenty-seven months) and deVillers

and DeVilliers' (1973) cross-sectidnal investigation of twenty-one

children (ages sixteen to forty months). Both of these studies focused

on the acquisition of certain grammatical functort (eg., plural mor-

pheme, Oast tense morpheme, etc.). In order to determine an order of

acqiiisitiOn, Brown notes the presence or absence of each fuhctor in

each "obligatory context",(ie., context in which a functOr is required

in adult syntax). A functor was considered acquired when it was supplied

in ninety percent of the obligatory contextsfor three successive

recording sessions, In their cross-sectional study, the deVilliers

used NO Method to analyze their data: Method I inveived a cross-

sectional,adaption of Brown's longitudinal method (ie., morphemes

were rankeA accórding to the lowesi.MLU, "mean length Of utterance,"

dimple at Which each reached the ninety percent criterioh) while

methoa II cohsisted of fahking the functors according to the relative

aCcdracii in obligatory Contexts (ie., percentages supplied'in oblig-

atory Coniekti for Ach'subject Was'averaged). In the brown study a

developmental seqtience was found in the acquisition of the fOurteen

graMmetical Moilihemes studied. That it', desnite differing ratei of

fitst langdage acguisitiOn, there wa a shrpriiirigiy uniform.develop-

menul cOurte that ail children took in learning English grammatical

Morpheies. In the deVilliers' cross-sectional investigation, an '

ordering of morphemes was also found; moreover, the deVilliers'
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ordering of morphemes correlated highly with Brown's ranking. Because

of the high correlation found between Brown's longitudinal study and

the deVilliers crass-section study, it was assumed that cross-sec-

tional studies would reflect the*second language acquisition process

just as accurately as longitudinal studies would.'

One of the first studies to use the cross-sectional procedure

in second language acquisition research was that made by Dulay and

Burt (1973). In their study of 145 Spanish-speaking children, ages

five to eight, learning English, they administered the Bilingual

Syntax Measure, an instrument devised to elicit natural spontaneous

speech data. Upon analysis of the data, they claimed the existence

of a "common order of acquisition" for the eight grammatical morphemes

under investigation. The ordering found, however, differed from that

of first language learners in the deVilliers' study. Dulay and Burt

explain the inconsistency between the two orderings by contending that

since their subjects were ages five through eight and thus were older

than the subjects in the Brown and deVilliers studies, their cognitive

and conceptual development was more sophisticated.

Dulay and Burt followed up their 1973 study with a similar study,

in 1974a. In this study, they compared the acquisitional sequences of

eleven morphemes for fifty-five Chinese-speaking and sixty Spaulsh-

speaking children. Three different methods of analysis were again

used: Group Score, Group Means, and Syntax Acquisition Index. The

Group Score method involves:

. . . Computing a ratio whose denominator is the sum of all
obligatory occasions (where each occasion is worth 2 points)
for that morpheme acress all children in the group, and the
numerator is the sum of the sCores for each obligatory occasion
of that morpheme across-all children, and multiplying the
resultant quotient by 100. (p. 44)

Each response was assigned points as follows: no functor (eg., she's

dance_)--zero points; misformed functor (eg., she's dances)-- one

point; and correct functor (eg., she's dancing)--two points. The

Group Means method also involves computing a ratio whose denominator

is the sum of the scores for each obligatory occasion. This is done,

however, for each child separately. Then mean functor scores are

computed for the eleven functors. This is done in order to reduce the

effect of variability; no scores were computed for children with fewer

than three obligatory occasions. The Syntax Acquisition Index is an

acquisition index borrowed from the Bilingual Syntax Measure scoring

13

system. It is a variation of deVilliers' Method I for ordering functors

and the assumption behind it is that the child's utterance can be

determined even if part of it is absent or misformed. Thus, according

to the Syntax Acquisition Index, it is feasible to think of an overall

syntax acquisition index in terms of."how much of the grammatical

structure that the child offered in his/her utterance was well-formed."

All three methods'Yielded approximately the same sequence of acquisition

for both language groups.

Another cross-sectional study was made by Bailey, Madden and

Krashen (1974). They also used the Bilingual Syntax Measure'on seventy-

three adult learners of English (ages seventeen to fifty-five) to

investigate the usage of eight English functors and found that, despite

the differences in the amount of instruction, exposure to English,

and mother tongue, there was a highly consistent ordering in the use

of these functors across different language backgrounds. Moreover,

when their data on adult learners was compared with the Dulay and

Burt data on children learning°a second lang-Uage, they found signifi-

cant correlations, which they interpreted, as meaning that,children

and adults learning a second language use common strategies and

that they process linguistic data in fundamentally similar ways.

These findings were supported by a.similar study conducted by Krashen,

Sferlazza, Feldman, and Fathman (1976) on sixty-six adult speakers

of English as a second language who took the SLOPE test, a measure

of oral production covering twenty structures in English. When compared

with the SLOPE test results of 120 children (Fathman 1975), no sig-

nificant difference was found between the children and the adults or

among the various first language groups. As in the Dulay and Burt

study, the rankings in the Bailey et al. study did not correlate

significantly with the deVilliers' cross-sectional ordering for

children learning Englisil as a first language.

The question of Wheiher second language acquisition is similar

to first language acquisition has been investigated by several

researchers. One such study was made by Cook (1973). In her study

it wat found that in imitation exercises of relative clauses, foreign

adults made many of the same kinds of alternations as native children.

indeed, many of the mistakes typically designated as "foreign" were

also made by children. The second part of the Cooks study dealt with

sentences like "The duck is htIppy to bite.",and 'The duck is hard to

bite." where duck,is. the subject of happy but the object of.,hand.
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It was found that again there were similarities in the ways native

children and foreign adults perceived these structures. Both groups

started with a strategy whereby the surface struaure subject was

the subject of the deep-structure (ie., duck was the stibiject of both

happy and hand); bah groups then entered a stage in which they
.

interpreted the deep and surface structure on a hit-or-miss basis;

and finally both groups entered a period of being fully aware of

deep and surface structures. It shoud be no ed that both of the

studies conducted by Cook.dealt with ow people understand sentences

and not how they learn them; it still needs to be proven that per-

ceptual strategjes are'the same as the learning strategies of children.

Yet since in these cases there was an absence of differences between

the learning strategies and perceptual strategies at different stages

of development, evidence is thus provided for the underlying similarity

of the proCeises.

Cook cites two other studies on the comparison 'of first and

second language learning. Palmero and Howe (1970) found that adults

approached an experimehtal learning situation in the same way that

children learn the past tense inflections in English. Stolz and

Tiffany-(1972) found that the character'stic differences be ween word
3

associations of children and_adults coul\J be cancelled out jby giving

adults unfamiliar words. Here again,,in hese two studies differences

between first and second language learni g seem to disappear.

Some research Studies have shown øat there similarity

between children learning English as a second language with children

learning English as a first language. Milon (1974) found that t0

Japanese child's acquisition of English negation parallels the stages

found by Klima and Bellugi (1966) for first language learners acquiring

negalion. In the Natalicio and Natalicio (1971) study, the acquisition

order of plural allophones by native Spanish-speaking children learning

English was the same aqpr4thildren learning English as their native

language. The developiniinglish WH-question and,negative structures

of two Norilegian childrenorre indistinguishable from those of children

learning English as a first language (Ravem 1969, 1970).

Although the studies just cited above give the impression that

for second language learners there is an invariant order of acquisition

and that this Ordering is the same regardless of language background

(mother tongue, exposure to language, amount of instruction, etc.)

and age (child learner versus adult learner), other studies have raised .

b
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doubts. For whereas a first langgage develops as the result of the

cognitive development of the learner, it is unknown to what second

language is related.

Schumann (1976) has demonstrated the importance of motivation

and its interaction with social distance. In studying the untutored

acquisition of English by a thirty-three-year-old Costa Rican over

a ten-month span, Schumann found that there was very little increase

in linguistic proficiency. He attributed this to social and psycho-

logical distance from speakers of the target language, based on the

fact that the subject's speech showed evidence of pidglnization. A

pidgin language (ie., a simplified and reduced form of speech used

for commonication between people with different languages) is char-

acterized by a lack of inflectional morphology and a tendency to 0

eliminate grammatical, transformations:

. . . pidgiqipation in second language acquixilion can be viewed
as initially resulting from cognitive constraints and the!f
persisting due to social and psychological constra nts. Hence,
early second language acquisition would be chdrac erized by the
temporary use of a lion-marked, simple code resembl ng a pidgin.
This code would be the product of cognitive constraints engen-
dered by the lack of knowledge of the target language. The
code may reflect a regression to a set of universal primitive
linguistic categories that were realized in early first language
acquisition. Then, under conditions of social and/or psycho

4
logical distance, this pidginized form of speech would persist.
(p. 406)

Recently, several questions have been raised about the findings

in some of the early second language acquisition studies. Although

the cross-sectionally obtained acquisition ripkings correlated with

16gitudinl1ly-derived rankings in filist language Studies, Bailey

jet al. Cautiously refer to their ordering as a "difficulty' order

of morphemes" instead of an "acquisition order of morphemes," as

Dulay and Burt do. This issue of whether cross-sectionally obtained

data reflects acquisitional orders has been investigated Iv Rosansky

(1976). As part of her study, RosanSky tried to determine the correla-

tion between cross-sectionally derived rank order of morpheme ccuracy

and a:longitudinally derived or r of acquisition. She found th

the cross-sectionally deriv order and the longitudinally derived

order for the same indivi ual did not/correlate. Moreover, the rank

order of mrphemes fluctuated from mOnth to month. Rosahsky's study

thus questions the validity of using cross-sectionally derived

orders to determine the acquisitional order and thus raises serious
,..._.

i
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doubts about the methodological procedures currently being7d in

second language acuisition research.

Larsen (1975) suggests that perhaps an even more appropriate

description of these rank orderings is an "accuracy order for the

specific task." Larsen used the Bilingual Syntax Measure and four

other measures (reading, writing, listening, and imitating) in a

Cross-sectional study of the ESL morpheme acquisition of twenty-four

adults (six Arabio, six.Japanese, six Persian, and six Spanish

speakers). Larsen found that in four of the five tasks--the,reading

task was the exception--concordance was high among language groups.

In other words, performance in morpheme ordering did not seem to be

radically affected by language background. However, even though there

was concordance among the language groups for the four tasks, Spearman

rank correlation coefficients between two language groups often were

not significant within each task, with the exceptinn of the Bilingual

Syntax Measure where each of six possible pairlings of language groups

were significant at the .01 level, Since the Bilingual Syntax Measure

had produced higher Spearman rank correlation coefficients lhan the

other tasks, an analysis was done to determine whetherNr not the -

Bilingual Syntax Measure was a more reliable measure of morpheme

ordering than the other four tasks. With the exception of the reading

task, the reliabilities of the measures for'determining differences

among morpheme difficulties were comparable. When the ordering on one

task was compared with the ordering on another, few statistically

significlant correlations were found.

These findings bring up the question of whether the medium

influences the results. When the Bilingual Syntax Measure.ordering

was compared with the Dulay and Burt (1974a) ordering, there was a4

significant correlation; only one other task, an imitation task,

correlated with Dulay and Burt's order. Larson concludes by stating

that until Bilingual Syntax Measure-generated orders are cross-

validated with sequences obtained using other instruments, it is

questionable whether general acquisition orders are being obtained.

This question was also investigated by Porter (1977), who used

the Bilingual Syntax Measure to elicit sPeech sampleS froM eleven

first language 1#6rners (aged twenty-seven tb forty-eight Months).

He used three different methods to andiyze his speech samples and

although there was a correlation among thefliree methods, there was

no correlation between these methods and two previously determined

14
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orders of first and second language acquisition (Dulay and Burt 1973;

cieVilliers and deVi1lieVS-1973). Like Larsen, Porter contends that the

type of speech elicitation technique may influence Ihe responsens given.

RosanSky (1976) also addresses herself to the issue of the in-

fluence of the elicitation technique. In another part of her study,

she Iried to determine if "the morpheme order obtained using an .

elicitation instrument (Bilingual Syntax Measure) resembled the order

of morphemes obtained from spontaneously collected second language

acquisition data." Rosansky examined a one-hour taped session for

each of her six subjects (untutored Spanish speakers learning English:

twg=cnildren, two adolescents, and two adults). Her hypothesis was

that the rank order'of morphemes derived from her spontaneous speech

data would not correlate with Dulay and Burt's Bilingual Sgntax

Measure-generated order. Her correlations, however, not only correlated

with Dulay andetUrt's, Bailey's et al., and Larsen's Bilingual Syntax

Measure orders, but with the deVilliers' first language order as well.

In trying to explain the contradiction in these correlations,

Rosansky reexamined her data and found a great deal of variation among

the subjects. She found that the various statistical treatments applied

to the data obscured this information. She observed that when she

compared the individual subjects' ranks for morphemes, they did not

correlate significantly. Nor did the individual orders of subjectt.

paired by age correlate. With such large variance among subjects,

Rosansky questions whether the language performance of the.population

is accurately being described.

Variation among subjects was also found in the speech samples

collected by Bertkua (1974) from fifteen adult native Spanish speakers

and)fifteeh adult native Japanese speakers. With the intention of

investigating the stability and .coherence of the learners' speech,

she analyzed the language samples to find regularity in the appearance

of "variants," defined as recurring patterns of production. In

examining the frequency of variants of each language group as a

whole, she found considerable variation in the frequency of variants

among subjects. Although no variant appeared in the data of Ail subjects

in either grou0, she was able to distinguish certain variants which

were representative of each group. She next examined the frequency

of variants presenein the data of individual learners. Each subject

produced certain cominations of variants. Although soMe individuals

produced a particular variant consistently, in most cases subjects

15
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were inconsistent in their use of variants.

This question of whether or not the order of difficulty is related

to the type-of elicitation device used has beep investigated by Krashen,

Houck, Giunchi, Bode, Birnbaum, and Strei (1976). They found that the

grammatical morpheme difficulty order in adult free (unmonitored) speech

correlated with the order obtained using the Bilingual Syntax Measure

for both children and adults. They obtained a similar order of difficulty

after analyzing compositions. With regard to the amount of variation

among.subjects, Krashen (1977) reviewed studies in which grammatical

morphemes were analyzed in obligatory occasions; he included only

those morphemes with at least ten obligatory octasions in a given study.

Although he expected variation, he found an amazing amount of uniformity

across all studies that used monitor-free instruments. He attributes

the discrepancy between this and Rosansky's findings to the fact that

Rosansky allowed items to be analyzed that appeared in less than ten

obligatory occasions for an individual.

2.2. Second Language Acquisition Processes and Systems

In the previous sectiOn we saw how some second language studies

have focused on establishing a sequential order of acquisition. Other

researchers have focused on the processes involved in the acquisition

of a second language and on positing a theory about the second language

learner's language system. This section will focus first on the attempts

to catogoriie the different errors mady by second language learners in

hopes of discovering the processes underlying second language acquisition

and then will discuss the concept of "interlanguage".

2.2.1. Error Analysis

According to Cooper (1970), language learning involves the abstraction

of the linguistic rules underlying a language as well as the sociolinguistic

rules underlying its use. This is true forall language learning, regard-

less of whether it is a first language or a seconelanguage. Yet although

all language learning involves internalizing linguistic rules,'it is an

open question as to how this-process is accomplished.

Nemser (1971) posits that the acquisition of a second language

involves systematic stages with an approximate system at each stage.

These approximate systems at each stage of proficiency are distinct

from both the native langUage and the target language; "approximate" ,

refers to,approximating the target language system. The approximate

1 6
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systems are linguistic systems which are internally structured and

form "an evolving series." Fundamental to this viewpoint is the idea

that the speech a learner uses at a given time is a structured and

plipsive system.

Nativellip.anguage

Approximate Systeml,

Approxima! System2

Approximate System3

Approximate Systemn

Target Language

Approximate systems vary.in character accordIng to proficiency level,

learning experience, communication function, personal learning

characteristics, etc.

Corresponding to Nemser's "approximate systemS" is Corder's

(1971) "idiosyncratic dialect." Like Nemser's concept, an idiosyncratic

dialect ig though to be transitional and is usually represented as such:

/*
Language A Idiosyncratic Dialect Language B

This diagraM represents a "dialect" whose rules share characteristicS

oftwo:languages but which has sonie;,of its own (ie., some of the rules are

particular to the'individual). Idiosyncratic dialects are,..by nature,

unstable and there are ditferent "classeS" of idiosyntratic dialects.

The languageof the second lengUage learner is not the only kind of

idiosYnCratic dialect. One,class.is'the language cif Poems where parti

can be deliberately deviant; another is the speech ofan aphasiC,

1 7
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Which Corder categorizes as pathologically deviant. A third class of

idiosyncratic ditect'is the language of an infant learning his first

language. An alternative name for idiosyncratic dialect is transitional

dialect, a term which emphasizes the instability in such dialects.

A direct ex4ination of these approximate systems or idiosyncratic

dialects (and,gn turn, of the acquisition process) can be made by

examining the types of errors made by language learners (Corder 1967):

It is in such an investigation that the study of learner's errors
(in second language learning) would assume the role it already
plays in the study of child ffirst) languar acquisition, since
the key concept . . . is that the learner is using a definite
system of language at every point in his development, although
it is not the adult system in the one case, nor that of the
second language in the other. The learner's errors are evidence
of this system and are themselves systematic. (p. 166)

In other words, errors should not be viewed as problems to be overcome

but instead as normal and inevitable features indicating strategies

the learners are using. From these systematic errors of the learner

we are able to reconstruct his "transitional competence" and the

processes involved in second language acquisition.

The study of the errors made by second language learners has

been termed "error analysis." Unlike contrastive analysis, which

concerns itself only with comparing the structure of different

languages in order to predict native language interference, error

analysis (EA) investigates other sources of error. Duskova (1969),

putting to test Corder's hypothesis that a student's errors are

reflective of the student's "transitional competence" and not just

to native language interference, studied the errors that Czech learners

of English made in written compositions. She did find some errors that

could be traced to the students' native language but believed that:

. . . the actual source of most errors. . . is . . .

interference from other terns of the English system and
only rarely from the corresponding Czech form. (pp. 23-24)

For example, the English present and past participle verb forms were

often confused by the Czech learners although the English is analogous

to the corresponding Czech form:

the rules should not be considered

pravidle by nemela byt povazovana

2i

If the learner translated the Czech verbal system word for word into

English, he would not make a mistake. In addition, Duskova found up

to twenty-five percent of the errors to be unique to the individuals

involved.

Richards (1971), in his study on the acquisition of English by

French and Czech speakers, agreed with Duskova's findings that most

errors were not due to native language interference and also identified

several other error categories, including overgeneralization and the

strategies of communication and assimilation. According to Jakobvits

(.1970), overgeneralization is defined as:

. . . the use of previously available strategies in new
situations. In second language learning, some of these
strategies will prove helpful in organizing the facts
about the second language, but others, perhaps due to
superficial similarities, will be misleading and inap-
plicable. (pp. 111-112)

An example of overgeneralization is the phrase "this is occurs,"

'which is generalized from forms "it is made of" and "it occurs."

The communication strategy refers to tho use of alternative forms

to express content for which the speaker did not haVe the grammatical

means to express. For example, instead of saying "J'aurais voulu

voir le film hier soir' (I would have liked to have seen the film

last night), the speaker says "J'avais l'intention de voir le film

hier soir, mais . . ." (I had the intention of seeing the film last

night, but . . . ). Communication strategies refer to a learner

forced to communicate at a level above his competence. The inap-

propriate use of "je vais" for the future in French (eg., "Je vais

telephoner ce soir" for "Je vous telephonerai ce soir") is the reset

of the assimilation strategy. The learner, in taking from the language

what he needs in order to communicate, often simplifies the language

he is learning in order to make it more easily assimilated. The learner

attempts to reduce the learning burden when using this strategy of

assimilation. Pidgin languages are the result oUthe strategies of

asSimilation and communication. Richards also found a set of errors

due to the various styles found in A language. Because of registers

and conventions, learners often make-stilted or Unnative-like

utterances.

In another article, Richards (1973) again looks at errors made

by foreign adults learning English and posits two types of error

categories': intralingual and developmental. Excluded from his

15
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discussion were interference errors caused by the interference of the

learner's mother tongue. Intralingual errors are those which reflect

ti;e Operal characteristics of rule learning, such as faulty general-

ization, incomplete application of rules, and fajlure to learn con-

ditions under which rules apply. Faulty generalizations (ie., over-

generalization) involves, as stated above, the learner creating deviant

structures on the basis of his experience with other structures in

the target language (eg., "he can sings" where with "can" the concord

is not needed). An example of ignorance of a rule restriction is

"I made him to do it" where the restriction on the use of "to" with

"make" has been ignored. The category of incomplete application of

rules refers to cases such as a student's response of. "Yes, I cook

very much." to the teacher's question of "Do you cook very much?".

As Richards comments, this category includes structures whose deviancy

represents the degree of development of the rules required to produce

acceptable utterances. Developmental errors illustrate the learneT's

attempt to build up hypotheses about the target language. An example

of false concepts being hypothesized is the form "was" being interpreted

as a marker of the past tense (eg., "one day it was happened").

Dulay and Burt (1972) classified child second language errors

according to first language acquisition research. As proponents of

the Ll = 12 theory, which predicts that 12 acquisitional errors will

be similar to LI acquisitional errors and are not the result of

negative transfer (ie., interference), they contend:

1. Children below the age of puberty will make)ohfs in 12
syntax that are similar to Ll developmental ggiSfs (eg.,
omission of functors).

2. Children below theAge of puberty will not make gdofs
that reflect transfer of the structure of their Ll onto
the 12 they are learning (eg., no Use of native language
word order whenreverse in target language).
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Based on these two pointti they set up the following categorieS:

1. Interference-like Goofs: those goofs that reflect the
learner's Ll structure and are not found in Ll acquisition
data of his target language.

They give as example "her pajamas" (possessive °pronoun number agreement

is not allowed in English but is obligatory in Spanish), produced by

20
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a Spanish child and reflecting Spanish structure but not reported in

Ll studies in English

2. Ll Developmental Goofs: tgoe goofs that do not reflect
the learner's Ll structurgibut-are found in Ll acquisition
data of his target language.

An example is "he took her teeths off" (irregular plural Areated as

regular), which does not reflect Spanish structure although produced

by a Spanish child but is an overgeneralization typically produced

by children acquiring English as their first language.

3. Ambiguous Goofs: those goofs that can be categorized as
either Interference-like Goofs or Ll Developmental Goofs.

Such an ambiguous goof is "he no wanna go" (wrong placement of "no";

"no"/"not" distinction; "do" missing--all errors being timilar to Ll

English acquisition in Klima and Bellugi (1966) Stage 2 but also

obligatory in Spanish), which reflects both Spanish structure and is

typical of American children learning English as their native language..

4. Unique Goofs: those goofs that do not reflect Ll structure
and are also not found in Ll acquisition data of the
target language.

For example, "he name is Victor" (use of nominative "he" for possessive

pronoun "his") is not due to interference with Spanish nor is it found

in Ll acquisition data in English.

2.2.2 Interlanguage

Based on the analysis of the different types Of errors Made by

tecohd language learhers and closely related to Nemser's notion of

."approximate systeMs" and Corder's,"idiosyncratic dialect" is

Selinkeh't (1972) notion of Hinterlanguage'," which iS_defided as

"a separate linguistic 0 psyche-linguistic system" which draws on

bOth the natiVe language and target lanjuage; at well atother

seurcet, for its surface forms. SUch a tom* Was based on the

follOwinj obserbetions (Tarene, Frauenfelder, and Slinker 1076):

1. Whenever a iearner attempts,to express meaning in a
Second ItingUage, the Utterance§ Which he oh §he pro-
duces will not be identical with thoSe which would
have been produced by the n'ative speaker of the target
language (TL) (in attempting to hxpress the Same
meaning).
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2. Furhermore, some utterances (and some portions of uttera es
of this deviant type may remain (fossilized) in learner spe
and writing over time.

3. Learner-produced L2 utterances will not be an exact translation
from the native language (NL) but will be formed by a variety
of learning and production strategies, language transfer
(both positive and negative) clearly being a major strategy.
(pp. 95-96)

Unlike Nemser's and Corder's concepts, however, the stages in "inter-

language" are neither "directional" (evolving closer and closer to

the norm) nor "discrete."

Selinker attributes the occurrence of .interlanguage to the

"latent psychological structure" which is activated when one attemptsk,

to learn a second langUage. This parallels Lenneberg's (1967)

"latent language structure." Both structures are already-formulated

arragenments in the brain; but whereas Lenneberg's.is a counterpart

to universal grammar and is transformed by the language learner into

the realized structure of 3 particular grammar in accordance with

certain maturational stages, Selinker's latent psychological structure

--has no genetic timetable, has no direct counterpart to a grammatical

concept such as "universal grammar," and gives ne guarantee that it

will be realized into the actual structure of any natural language.

Furthermore, this structure probably overlaps with other intellectual

structures.

In the latent psychological strucutre, there are five processes

which Selinker"considers to be central to second language learning.

These processes are (1) language transfer, (2) transfer of training,

(3) strategies of second language learning, (4) strategies of second

language communication, and (5) overgeneralization of target language

linguistic material. Like the reasons put forth by Richards (1971a,

1971b) and Oulay and Burt (1972), these processes account for the

errors found in the speech of second language learners.

Language transfer equates with the earlier discusSed native

_language interference. Transfer of training refers to errors as.the

result of identifiable items in training procedures. For example,

Serbo-Croatian speakers do net distinguish between "he" and "she"

-in English even though they have this distinction in their own

,language. According to Selinker, this phenomenon ii attributale to

the practice of textbooks and teachers always preienting drills with

"he" and never with "she." One example of a Strategy of second

language learning is the tendency to reduce the target language to

a simpler system (cf. Richards, 1971b), as Jain (1969) found with

Indian speakers of English who adopted the strategy that all verbs

can be either transitive or intransitive and produced forms such

as "I am feeling thirsty" and "I'm hearing him." An example of a

strategy of second language communication (cf. Richard 1971b) is

cited by Coulter (1968) who found a tendency by Russian speakers

of English to avoid grammatical formatives such as articles (eg.,

"It was 0 nice, nice trailer, 0 big-0nel, plural forms (eg.,

"I have many hundred carpenter0 of my'own"), and past tense forms

(eg., "I was in Frankfurt when I fill0 application"). Coulter

contends that such a strategy dictates to the speaker to omit such

forms since they only make his speech hesitant and disconnected

to the native speaker. Overgeneralization of target language

materials is eXemplified in sentences such as "What did he intended

to say?" where the past tense morpheme has been extended to an

environment in which to the learner it would seem to logically

apply (eg., "intent").

There are many other processes involved in language learning

besides these five: spelling pronunciations (ie., pronunciation of

final=e4 on English words as (F) plus some form of 4; cognate

pronunciation (ie., pronunciation of "athlete" by native Frencil

speakers regardless of whether of not they can produce 0 in other

English vowels); holophrase learning (ie., production of "one-

and-half-an-hour" for "half-an-hour"); hypercorrection (ie.,

production of [w] feont vowels in place of uvular fricative for

English retroflex (r: ).

These five central processes result in fossilizations in the

interlanguage of a second language learner. Fossilized items are

. . linguistic items, rUlest and subsystems Which
speakers of a particular NL will tend to keep in their
IL relative to a particular TL, no matter what the age
of the learner or amount of explanation And instruction
he receives in the TL (p. 215)

Fossilizations include "errors" such at the Geeman time-place order

after the verb in the English interlangUage Of Germah speakers and

also so-called "non-errors" such as Hebrew objecttiffe surface order

after the verb in the interlanguage Of Hebrew Speakers speaking

English. Selinker emphasizes the fact that these fotsilized items

2:3
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usually remain as "potential performance," appearing in the interlan-

guage when thought eradicated. These can appear when the learner is

dealing with difficult subject matter, when in a tate of anxiety or

excitement, and even when in a state of relaxation. Selinker goes on

to claim that any "backsliding" that occurs will not be random nor'

will it be toward the learner's native language but instead it will

be toward the interlanguage norm.

If interlanguages are assumed to be natural languaes with a system

of rules, as assumed above, then they are subject to the general con-

straints on form that is placed on other natural languages. For example,

one of the constraints on natural languages is that against backward

pronominalization. For example, the sentence "lie., told me that Johnl

would.come." would not occur ih the interlanguage of a language learner.

An investigation into the constraints and propertieskf interlangnage

has been done by Selinker, Swain, and Dumas (1975). They propose four

properties characteristic of interlanguages: mutual intelligibility,

systematicity, stability, and backsliding.

Like other natural languages, interlanguages.must be intelligible,

for the function of language is communication. Needless to say, in-

telligibility is not a characteristic that differentiates interlanguages

from other natural languages. Selinker, Swain, and Dumas define the

second characteristic of interlanguages--systematicity-- by stating:

. . . we do not mean features of speech which are pre-
4 dictable by grammatical rule on a given occasion. No lin-

guistic theory can do that, even when the complications of
bilingualism are not brought in. . . since second language
speech is after all in the process of developing, systema-
ticity here may mean that such speech evidences recogniz-
ab4e strategies. (p. 141)

The strategies mentioned include three of the central processes existing

in the latent psychological structure: language transfer, overgeneral-

ization of target language rules, and the Strategy of second language

learning. Adjemian (1976) in his discussion of the ihterlanguage

hypothesis, interprets this definition as meaning that, unlike "normal"

speech, interlanguage is .the product of learning strategies and

linguistic rules. These Jearning strategieS "intersect with" linguistic

rules in deriving 'a surface form from an underlying source. Learning

trategies have little, if any, role in deriving a Speaker's native

langu.age speech. Thus, the use of learning strategies is a unique

property of interlanguages. Adjemian, on the other hand, posits that

learning strategies and linguistic rules do not intersect but that

3.e.),
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learning strategies only help the learner form his linguistic rules.

Only the linguistic rules are concerned in the actual form of a

linguistic system. These two approaches can be illustrated as such:

suqac atnuctuu 4uh6ace atAuctune

t
linguistic rules

learning strategies

learning linguistic
-strategies rules

(Selinker, Swain
and Dumas 1975)

(Adjemian 1976)

In the Selinker, Swain, and Dumas analysisiVit is difficult,

if not impotsible, to distinguish between these two cognitive

processes (le., linguistic rules and learning strategies) on the

basis of data. As Adjemian (1976:. 303) points out:"

Now, if were true, as SS&D (ie., Selinker, Swain,
and Dumas) irnly, that :learner speech is derived by both
linguistic rules and learning strategies; and if it is
true that we cannot have 8n a ptioki notion of either the
specific rules or strategies involved; then given a body
Of data, we cannot determine the nature of either for we
are dealing with two unknowns.

A consequence of this statement is that the notion "learning strategy"

becomes vacdous. Learning strategies cannot be defined only by what

the linguittic, rules have not produced.

The difference between Adjemian'S approach to learning strategies

and that of Selinker, Swain, and DUMAS can be seen in their respective

explanations of the f011owing utterances made by a child:

(a) II veut moi de dire francais a il.

'The correct sentence would beg*

(b) Elle veut que je lUi parle francais.

which translates as

(c) sile wants Me to speak French to her.

Although there are several errors here' (eg.; the antecedent ior the

subject pronoun pid the indirect object was the child't mother,

requiring Use of the feminine form instead.of the masculine form

actually tised)i Selinker, Swain and DumeS focuS on the 08% that

the learner has Misapplied the rule of Subject Raising to Object

Position. In other words, does not undergo this rule in trench.

2 5
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They credit this to "language transfer occurring in the syntactic

derivation of the sentence4" for "vouloir" takes a sentential com-

plemeni (a "que"-clause) when the.subject of the main clause differs

from that in the embedded clause. Nor can the subject of the embedded

clause come before the complementizer "que.",ln order to justify the

claim that such a misapplication Of the Subject Raising rule has

applied, it needs to be shown that the learner uses a complement form

like'that in (1) with verbs that do require Raising: "1l me demande

de patter francais," "Il me commande de parler francais," etc. It

also needs to be shown that the learner hai "generalized this 'raised'

complement structdre.beyond 'voUloir.'" In other words, does the

leatner apply this rule of Subject Raising to other verbs which also

only allow a sentential complement (eg., "Il espere moi de parler

francais," which translates as "He hopes me to speak French"). It

must be shown,that sentence (1) Is no "fluke."

Adjemian goes on to suggest that perhaps senten*(1) is not

the result of a misapplication of a rule but an incorrect subcate-

gorization of a'verb. In other words, the learner has subeate-

gorized the verb "vouloir" as requiring a de + infinitive complement.

One proof of this would be the use of a de + infinitive complement

with every occuerence of "vouloir."

Both explanations of sentence (1)'make different claims=about

interlanguage. Selinker,ASwain, and Dumas credit the error to the

transfer of a rule of English into the learner's interlanguige; -

Adjemian claims that it.is the resutt of a linguistic rule, which,

in this case, is a rule of subcategorization. Adjemian's analysis

claims that there is a regularity in the interlanguage. Thus Adjemian's

proposal lends a certain amount of internal consistency to the inter-

language,,which results in the production of particular structures'on

a more or less regulas basis. Adjemian-(1976: 301-2) suggests that

the notion of systematicity be defined differently and suggests that

systematicity be

. . taken to mean that there exists an internal con-
sistencrin the rule and feature system which makes up
the IL. Like all human languages, IL must contain an
organized set of rules and basic eleMents (lexical items,
phonologiCal units, grammatical categories, etc.). The
organization of these sets into a coherent functional

- whole results in the emergence of-a linguistic entity
with internal consistency: tystematicity. Thus, this,
property may not be used to differentiate Its from other
language syttems.
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Another salient characteristic of ILs is that they are,linguistic

systems which *nature are in a state of flux in conveying 'meaning.

For in the need to communicate, a learner whose target lihguage rules

a not yet formed produces a string which is neither consistent

w th nor possible fei- the norm. The production of an inconsistent

s ing is the result of one of two processes: (1) the interlanguage

sy tem is penetrated hy nailve language rules or (2) an internalized

2
et language rule is incorrectly generalized. In both instances,

is a penetration of the interlangUage--either the penetration

of rule foreign -the interlanguage systematicity or the distortion,

of an inter uage rule. Adjemian refers to this propertY of inter-

language which allows perietration-as permeability. These two processes

are essentially transfer and overgeneralization. Adjemian emphasizes

.the notion that.interlanguages are: peremeable and that it is nut the

"application" of transfer or overgeneralization that tesults in

incorrect speecN,forms but that these two'processes in turn Cause

linguistic rules to apply where they pormally would not in the Same

way. Again, he contends that learning strategtes do not direCtly

fothi the speech but do sO indirectly by creating hypotheses as to

the grammatical possibilities of the linguistic system being learned.

Such permeabilitY' would not he allowedin a learner's native language,

for it is consistent'and relatively stable. '

Adjemian represents. these two processes of penetration in Figures

(1) through (2).

In Figure (1) the box represents the internal systematic compo-

nents of the interlanguage which produces:a siring with the semantic

meaning A. The system cannot, howeVer,.produce a string for the

meaning N because of the lack of the necesary-rules, features, or

items. The speaker thin has twO *ions: the interlanguage is peneerated

by rules from the native language (0n Figure .2a) orgthe rule

or form Of theAnterlahguage is distorted or overgeneralized (as in

Figure 2b). Se1inker4.5wain, and buneOp position that learnirig

strategieS "intersect with. linguistic rules is represented in

Figure (2b). With Adjemian, nnly linguistic ru es are utilized in

the procution of speech forms; Selinker, Swain, and DUmaS'S

position.that learning strategies !'intersect linguiitic rules

is represented in.Figure (3). With Adjemian, only linguistic rules

ire utilized in the prOductiOn of speech forMs; with Selinker, Swain,

and Dumas, both .leariring strategiet and linguistic rules are used,
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IL

Fig. 1. IL Production of Semantic Meaning

IL

Fig. 2a. NL Transfer

learning
strategies

IL

rule

Fig. 2b. Overgeneralization
or Other Modification of
IL Rule,

4<'"

rule x
rule y

rule z

Fig. 3. Learo2.Ing Strategies Intersecting with Linguistic Rules
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directly to produce meaning N. Adjemian claims that only interlanguages

can display the behavior represented jn Figures (2a)%and (2b); other

natural langua§es can only beTepresented,as Figure (1). Thus, AdJemian

maintains that permeability is a property unique to interlanguages

and thus.differentiates them from other natural languages.

The third property of interlanguages--instability--is -defined

by Selinker, Swain, and Dumas (1975:150)bas:

. . . when.more than one sfhtegy inprsects in.second
language acquisition, there will belMore "power" or
stability in the resultant, IL.

Stability here refers to the occurrence of certain forms over time,

with two types of stabilities, possible: stability'over time in the

production of correct forms and stability over time in the product-fen

of incorrect forms; such a distinction is useful in showing a progression

.6ward the targetlanguage norm. Adjemian argues that stability should

not be defined in terms of errors or of correct forms but in terms of

'overall systematicity. In other words, stability should refer only to

those,aspects of the interlanguage which haveLlost their permeability.

Although stability may result in the prodUction of "correct° or

"incorrect" fOrms.,(' in Adjemian's view these forms are,lways.correct

if they are Stable (ie., occur systematically). Thus, stable itenm

include a target language item incorrectly generalized mr modified,

a native language item borrowed into 'be interlangliage, or a target

language item correctly used In the interlanguage. In all three tases,

particular linguistic elements are used consistently by the learner

to produce speech forms. Adjeatian proposes that stability in an ,

interlanguage is equivalent to the interlanguage,norm.

Stability is evidenced by fossilized itentS in the inierlanguage.

The regular reappearance of fossilized errors that were thought tO

have been eradicated has been termed "backsliding." Susceptible to

backsliding are those learners who do.not freeze theirinterlanguage

at a plateau kit continue toward the target language. Selinker (1972)

noteS that backsliding refers to sliding back hot to the.native

language but to the interlanguagenorm. Implied is the distinclion

between fOSsilization and backsliding. The utilization of fossilized

forms involves no alternative form or rule in.a learner's competence.

Backsliding, on the other hand, involves the learner having twO forMs

at his disposal and, under certain circumstances such as anger, not

using the form appropriate to the situation.
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Weover, backsliding is evidence of a function in an interlanguage

which has almoSt lost its permeability. And permeability resulting from

the absence of stability is, according to Adjemian, the main difference

between interlanguages and other natural language systems.

In summary, then, according to the interlanguage hypothesis, the

learner's knowledge is a separate linguistic SYstem, being identical

to neither target language nor to the native language and having the

following characteristics: mutual intelligibility, systematicity,

stabitlity, and backsliding. Systemaiicity, as showdabove, refers

to the internal consistent use of rules;-stability refers to the

consistent use of these rules over time. .Use of a fossiliied term ,

thought eradicated is termed.backsliding. But the interlanguage that

this view of interlanguage as aseparate system implies that the

interlanguage speaker never actually speaks the target language. For

when a native speaker of Finnish, for example, speaks English, he is

speaking English, regardless of the number of errors due to the in-

terference of Finnish or other sources.

Moreover, the interlanguage hypbthesis cannot account for var-

iability. Tarone et'al. (1976: 94) comment on this fact with regard

to the example of a French child producing within a two-minute segment

on tape three Oriat'ions in French for "I like"-7"J'ai aime," "J'aime"

Icorrect form), and "Je aime." They ask:

How are we to account for such varjability? And is it
possible to maintain the notion "system" so central to
the IL hypothesis given such variability? At present
there appear to be no easy answers to thete questions.

The importance of the concept of variation in the study of

language is relatively new for language, which has traditionalty

been viewed at categorical. By this it is Meant that language is

conceived as a set of discrete, qualitatively distinct, invariant

categories. Variation was considered to be the result of "performance"

errors and irrelevant to"linguistic theory. According to Chomsky,

the objective of linguistic study was to be an ideal COnstruction

of a homogeneout speech community in which all speakers learned the

language perfectly and instantly.

That language doles not consiat of a set of discrete invariant

categories but Of variables which ire present in percentages has

been shown by Labor (1969). Labov posited the use of variable rules

to reflect variation,in language: these rules state the percentage-
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of occurrence for a_variant ill °a particular environment. The notion

of variation and of xariable rules has been used in sociolingaistic

research4with insightful results. Wore recently, it has been applied,

to first langUage acquisition research studies (Labov and Labov 1976. /

The use of variable rules has been applied to second language

acquisition research by Dickerson (1975) in her longitudinal study

Of the acquisition of the English sound sytems by ten Japanese speakers.

Dickerson found that the production of a sound was influeneed by the

phonetic environment (a fact that has been shown to be true in native

language studies). Over time.there was a change in the proportion of

.variants used in the different environments. Bar graphs for all subjects

for different sounds in different envirOnments looked similar to the

one Shown below for Subject i for the production of /z/ in a dialogue

reading; the ordering of environments found atT (ie., Time 1) was

maintained through T
2

and 13 .

100

80

do

40

20

0

T1 T2 T3

Subject 1

KEY

Environment A:
-z + vowel

EnVironment B:
+ any consonant

except those in
environment b

Environmeft C:
-z + silence

Ehvironment D:
0

ts

dz

-z 4.

For each environment, each instance of a variant is multiplied by

its index value:

Vaaiant Index Scoae

0 0
1

dz 2

4 3

4
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The index scores consist of assigning progressively greater values to
the variants to represent the extent to which an individual had pro-

gressed toward the [z] . These products are added and divided by all

the instances of (z) had they been (z) (ie., four x total number of

instances). The quotient is multiplied by 100.

The notion of variable rules has also been used in 12 research

on syntax. Hyltenstam (1977) investigated the acquisition of Swedish

negation by adult second language learners and his findings suggest

that the process of acquisition of negatjon is a continuous transition

from one state to another. Hyltenstam found the acquisition of the

placement of the negative to be fairly regular for his 160 subjects of

different language backrounds.

In Swedish, the negative is placed after the finite verb in main

clauses but immediately before the finite verb in subordinate clauses:

Negative in Main Clause

(1) Kalle kommer inte idag.

Charlie comes not today.

Negative in Subdrdinate Clause

(2) Det Nr skUnt att Kalle inte kommer idag.

It's fine that Charlie not comes today.

Assuming that the early stages of interlanguage here are strongly

characterized by the simplifica ion strategy, Hyltenstam hypothesized

that the point of departure for 11 learners was

fin
X - Neg - V

ite
Y

Using implicational scales, Hyltenstam found the following route of

sequence:

Main C4au.se Subondinate Ctauae
Auxiliany Vekb Main Vekb Main Vekb Auxitiaty Vekb

-

+

4-

4-

4-

4- 4-

Thus, the order of acquisition of negation in' Swedish is first the

'use of the negative with auxiliary verbs in main clauses followed by the

use of the negative with main verbs in main clauses. Then comes the

use of the negative with auxiliary verbs in subordinate clauses; last
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is the use of the negative with main verbs in subordinate clauses.

It is interesting to note that for main clauseS, sentences with

auxiliaries were eaSier than sentences with main verbs. With subor-

dinate clauses, however, the sentences with main verbs were easier

than sentences with auxiliaries.

Thus, instead of viewing interlanguageas a "separate,system,"

an alternative proposal by Dickerson and Hyltenstam is that inter-

language should be thought of as a linguistic continuum. Learners

do not proceed through a sucCession of well-defined and'coherent

systens but move along a continuum from the native language to the

target language. Language acquisition is thus viewed as a process in

which there is constant restructuring. As Corder (1976) points out,

the notiOn of a linguistic continuum can be used to redefine inter--

language in order to show its dynamic aspects.

Tile notion of a linguistic continuum is not new in linguistic

research.it has been applied by several linguists in their studies

of two Specific types of language process.-pidginization and cre-

olization (Deeamp 1971; Bickdrton 1975, 1977). A. pidgin is a simpli-

fied form Of a language for communication among people of different

languages; a creole is a pidgin that has become the first language

of a group of speakers. Bickerton (1975) shows that the :decreolization

of the Guyanese negation system can be represented as i teries of

developmental stages. NO describes 'decreolizatiOn as a process in

which more and more :Features of the standard language are incorporated

into the creole. Each stage in the process (called "lects") make up

a post-credle continuum, Which can be.represented as (Stauble, 1978):

Guyanese
Creole

Basilect. Lower Mid Upper Acrolect
Mesolect Mesolect Pesolect

"Model"

English

the similarity between pidginiiation/treolization and second

'language acquisition has been discussed by Schunann (1974, 1976,

1978) and Anderten (1980, 198r). They +.fieW not only pidginization/

creolization but also second language acquisition as moving along

a continuum. Schumann equates pidgiftization with early second language,

acquisition and decreolization with later second language aCquisillon.

His jUs-tification for doing so is that both.pidginization and early

Second language acquisition inválve simplification and reduction while

decreolization and later second language acquisition poth involve
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complication and expansion towards the "model" language. Andersen

differs slightly from Schumann in that he equates earty setond

language acquisition with both pidginization and creolization and

later second language acquisition with both depidginization and

decreolization.'He attempts to account for the similarity between

the processes. Pidginization/creolization and early second language

acquisttion represent "acquisition towards an internal norm": the

learner is developing his own internal representation of the developing

linguistic system (ie., his interlanguage). Depidgini/ation/decreolization

and later second,language acquisition are characterized as "acquisition

towards an external norm," ie., successful acquisition towards the

target language.

Further Support for the aPplication of the notion of a linguistic

continuum in second language acquisition research is given by Stauble

(1978). She found that the acquisition of Englishonegation by two

native Spanish speakers proceeded through stages and that each stage

was closer than its antecedent to the "model" language. Such findings

confirm the analogy between decreolization and second language atqui-

sttion.
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CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH

In this section, the research undertaken will be described,

including the purpose for undertaking the research, an analysis of

English and Finnish sentential complementation, findings.of.other

studies bn complementation, and the research design (ie., subjects,

test, and data analysis).

3.1. The Purpose of the Present Study

From the discussion in Chapter 2 we can see that second language

' acquisition reseaech studies have focuSed on errors made by learners

of a second language in order to determine hierarchies for the order

of acquisition and to determine the processes and strategies involved

in order to set up a theoretical model. In reviewing the literatuee

on second language acquisition research it is apparent that these two

areas of research include several different issues,.

With regard to the studies on establishing hierarchies of diffi-

culty, the key issues are:

1. IS there an invariant ordering of acquisition for
language structures? (cf. Dulay and Burt 1973,
1974; Bailey, Madden and Krashen 1974)

2. What influences does.the type of task have on the
ordering derived? (cf. Larsen 1975; Porter 1977;
Krashen, Houck, Giunchi, Bode, Birnbaum, and
Strei 1976)

3. Do language groups differ in their orderings for a
structure?.(cf. Krashen, Sterlazza, feldman, and
Fathman 19761 Larsen i975)

4. DO croissectiOnally derived rankings differ from
longitudinally derived Orders? (cf. Rosansky, 1976)

5. Are the longitudinal orderings cOmpiled for the
gou representativd of the individual (cf.
Rosansky 1976; Bertkua 1974: Krashen, Houck,
Giunchi, Bode, Birnbaum, and Srei 1976)

6. Is second language learning similar.to first language
learning? (cf. Cook 1973; Milon 1974; Raven' 1969, 1970;
Neitalitib And Natalicio 1971)

-
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7. Is child second language learning similar to adult
second language learning? (cf. Palmero and Howe
1970; Stolz and Tiffany 1972)

With regard to the nature of interlanguage, it has been suggested

that a learner's interlanguage be thought of as a continuum rather

than a "separate linguistic system" (cf. Dickerson 1975; Hyltenstam

1977). A motivation for the continuum viewpoint is the necessity to

account for variation.

The research undertaken here was an investigation into the acqui-

sition of English sentential complementation by adult speakers of

Finnish in an EFL environment. In examining the acquisition of English

sentential complementation by Finnish speakers, the study will deal

with several of the issues mentioned above:

1. What is the hierarchy of difficulty for the acquisition
of English sentential complementation by adult speakers

of Finnish?

2. How does the invariant ordering for the adult Finnish
speakers compare with other language groups learning
English sentential complementation?

3. Do the individual longitudinal orderings correspond
with the cross-sectional hierarchy of diffiCulty?

4. For each subject do the orderings change signifi-
cantly from one time to the next?

5. What is the degree of diversity from one subject to
another with regard tO the longitudinal orderings?

6. Can the acquisition process of complementation be
teen as a continuum Over time?

It is hypothesized that the invatiint Ordering compiled for the

Finnish'subjects for complementation will be similar to that derived

for other language groups, at,found in siMilat Studies dealing with

different language groups (ie., Way and Burt 1974; Bailey et al.

1974; Krashen et al. 1976). However, it is hypothesized the the

ordering derived from the cross-sectional data will not reflect

individual orderings, based upon the findings of Rosansky (1976).

Moreover, it is hypothesized that there will he a great deal of

variation among the subjects with regard to the Orderings (cf.

Rosansky 1976; Bettkua 1974). Pinally, it is hypothesized that the

process of complementation can be teen At ContinuUM over time.,

at found by Dickerson (1975) and Hyitenstam (107) in their studies;
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in other words, the difficulty of the environments for the subjects

should remain in the same order over time with only the percentages.

of correct usage increasing over time.

3.2 Sentential Complementation

3.2.1 English Sentential Complementation

As Lawler and Selinker (1972) comment, with regard to second

language acquisition, the topic of English sentential complementation

is complex since it deals with several different types and lezas

(of rules. Within the generative tranSformational framework (Chomsky

1957,1965), complementation is a process whereby sentences are

embedded inside other sentences. Complements may be of two types:

noun phrase of vetb phrase. Noun phrase complements are thoSe :

complements embedded in the noun"phrase (ie., subject) while verb

phrase complements are those embedded in the Verb phrase(ie., object).

An illustration of the deep struCture of a noun phrase complement

is given in biagram (1) and that of a verb phrase complement in

Diagram (2):

(1) Noun Phtase Complement

VP

it NP VP

(2) Verb Phrase CompleMent

NP ,VP

NP

\
N S

It tir \\VP

Lakoff (1968) posits an "it" in the deep strOcture for all complements.

Its presence accounts for sentences as (a) and (b):

(a) It is likely to rain.

(b) I don't like it that you come home so late. 37
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For the arguments motivating its presence, see Lakoff (1968). AL

There.are three types of complementizing processes, resultrg

in three types of complement structures in the surface structure: in

tradtional terms, clausal (That), infinitival (Ingn), and gerundive

(17o44-.(ng). These three types do not appear in the deep structure by

one of these three complement processes'plus other transformational

Clausal complements are of the form "John thinks that Bill is

intelligent." In generative transformational grammar, this sentence

would have-the deep structure such as Diagram (3), which has "John

thinks it" as.the matrix sentence and "Bill is intelligent" as the

embedded sentence:

(3)

NP VP

/
NP

/

NP VP
1 \
N V Adj

I I

John thinks it Bill is intelligent

To this deep structure, the that-complement rule is applied, yielding

the structure in Diagram 4".

(4)

V

John thinks it

NP\

'te

IP "VP

IV
that Bill is intelligent

The that-complementizer rule removes the sentence boundarieS of the

embedded sentence and is formulated as rule (1):

Rule (1)t Complementizer Placement

S.D. S it

S.I. 1 2

S.C. 1 2

S=
3 5 6

0 that+4 0 6

x
2

41,1

Such a rule is a coMplement placement rUle. Lakoff contends that

all complements in the.deep structure first undergo this comple-

mentizer placement rule since it has the least effect ot all the
.-

complementizers on the deep structure: Lakoff thus considers the

clausal complement to be the most basic (ie., the closest to the

deep structure than aril( O the otherforms) since it does not changg

khe fori of the embeddedelerb. ."
Verbs which appear with infinitival and gerundive Complements

undergo a rule of complementizer change after the complementizer

placement rule. The ion-to complementizer'change rule deletes:ithat"

and attaches "for" to the noun phrase and "to" to the verb of the

embedded sentence:

Rule (2): Fon-To Complementizer

S.D.

S.C.

X that
1

1 2

1 0'

kp VP X2

3 4 5

for+3 to+4 5

Thus* to a structure like Diagram (5):

(5)

1

NNP
NV

NP
1

VP-

V

1

like it that . Tom sing

the goh-to complementizer change rule yields a strucutre like

Diagram (6):

3 9
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(6)

VP

V/ NP,

s

like it

NP 'N\VP

I N7 \V1

1 1

for Tom to sing

The poaa-ing complementizer'change rule attaches was before

the NP and ing before the verb. Later, a rule...attaches 'a after the

HP and ing onto the verb.

Rule (3)1 ikma-ag CompleMentizer

S. D. S
I

that NP VP X
2

S.1. 1 2 3 4 5

S.C. 1 0 poss+3 ing+4 5

Thus, a structure like Diagram (7):

(7)

NP VP

NPV

Mary regret it

is transformed into Diagram (8):

(8)

NP

Mary

VP

V NP

regret it

---......1.,,....._

S/ X
NP VP

I /
N V N

1 1 1

hat Sam won prize

5

NP---- -'VP

1 1 i --:----v

poss Sam ing win prize
-/

,-,
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Rules which state what,complementizer change rule to use with

a certain verb are called subcategotization rules, which is part of

the lexicon component of the categorical part of. the 'syntactic com-

ponent. SOme verbs like "want" alloW only an infinitival comple-"

mentizer; other vetbs such as "think" undergo'only the that comple..

mentizer pltcement rule. Verbs like "enjoy" undergo both the comple-

mentiZer placement.. rifle and the posa-ing cosplementizer change rule.

Some verbs are marked for two complementizer rules. "Decide", for

example, .can either undergo only the_ co,iipl enMet placement rule

(ie., "He decided that:he should go.l'or undergo both that and-the

6on-to coMplementizer change rule (ie., "He detided to tp").- "Admit",

tn the other hand, allows the compleMentiZer p1acemiht rule (ie., "me,

admitted,that he had broken the glass.'") and the posaqtg comple-
\

ientizer change rple (ie., "He admitted breaking the glass."). Of

course, there are verbewhich undergo all three typesIlf rules.

Restrictitn on what tybes of cnmplementizing rule$ are allowed

depends upon the matrix ver6, in other worAs, complementation i$ rule-
goveried; the types of complementizing rules a particular verb allows

must be learned for each verb. Riddle (1475) points out that the

infinitive is used with verb$ which express activity. Tkat-comple-.

ments appear Mostly with verbs which refer to mental or physical states.

Emotive Verbs tuch 6$ "enjoy", take the gerUndive'complement. Most

detideratiVe verbs like "Wish" And ")6Mand" take the ioA-to comple-

mentior rhile beSid6 the compleMentizer placement rules.

Axceirtiiins mayi oftoutSe, oecur within-the Meaning classet of

Verb's. Pot' b*aiple, "mentioh",:a veb of,coMiunication, takes not

only a that-coMplement, which is th only complement such verbs.:

usually anti', but a gerUndive c emeht aS WeiI. VerbS'of comu-
nication which allow only clausal complementS are unmarked in the

lexicon ior cOmplementizet change: When the verb.is an eXception,.

Mich is "mention" it ismarked tor that hi1e. This can be.illustreted

with "Say",which allows_onlyclaus.A1 complements, and "mention:.

Which, although a verb of cosounication,'aliows the gerundive calmalel-

mint as, well:

41
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V
comm::;freCation.

u for-to

U poss-ing

U that

Key: u.= unmarked for a rule
m marked for a rule

Mention

vcommuniqition

u for-to

m poss-ing

u that

After the complementizer placement and complementizer change rules

apply, other traniformation rules apply to7the structures derived: equi-

noun phrase deletion, it-substitution, extraposition, it-deletion, that-
.

deletion,- for/poss deletion, and tough-movement.

The equi-nouo phrase deletion rule deletes the subject of the em-

bedded sentence when it it co-referential with the subject in the matrix

sentehce.

Equi-Noun Phrase Deletion (END)

S. D.

S.1.

S.C.

, X1

1

1

NP
1

2

2

X
2

3

3

for
poss
4

NP
3

5
0

X
3

6

6

The application of this rule, as the structural description indicates,

is dependent upon the previous application of the po44-ing and 15ox-to

coMplementizer change rules. Thus, from a structure like Diagram (9)

we would derive Diagram (10) after the apOlication of END and tree

pruning (ie:, deletion of a node after its branches have been deleted).

(9)

4 2

VP

NP

N S

NP VP

!,NP

I 1

VP

/
NP

I.
V

1 1

like it for I to play baseball

(10)

ike it .for
.

v ip

VP
/

1

to play baseball
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It-substitution substitutes *it" tor the'subject of tne emiledded

sentence, Oder this subject becoms the subject of the matrix verb:,

Rule (S)': It-Substitution

S.D. Xt

S.1. li
Conditions:

S.C.

it for NP VP X2 NP VP -

poss

21 31

2-3-4-5 is

3-4-5 is

4-5 is

4 5 6 1 2
1 I I. II II

an NP
an S
an S

SubttitUte 41 for 2
1

Delete 41

AdjOin 31 - 4/ -,51 to 2/

De lete 3
I
- 4

I
- 5 I

An illustration is thd Subject of the embedded clause. in

Diagrani (11) becoming the object.of the Matrix yeti; in

Diagram (12) and the subject of 'the eisbeddeci clause in

Diagram.(13). becoming the subject of the matrix,verb -in-

D4gram (14).

(10

V NPN
NP VP

N1\ N
believe t for John to be rith

43
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(12)

(13)

0

vp
Thus from Diagram (15):

believe John

ND

N
1

VP

P V

It for John to be rich

(14)

NP VP

John is certain

VP

for to be rich

VP

is certain

VP

/
VO

. for to be rich

Extraposition moves an embedded sentenCe to the right of the

matrix sentence, leaving the "it" in its original position.

Rule (6): Extrapositioh

S.D. Xi it S X
2

S.I. 1 2 3 4

S.C. 1 2 4 3

, 4 4

(15)

N

NP

IV? HP

I.
It that John wia the prize

ie would derive Diagram (16) through extraposition:

(16) . S

NP
1

It

V

is likely that

NP

N V

1 1

John . win

VP

NP

/

47

the prize

Although it is hsuallY optional, with sone struCutres eXtraposition

is obligatory.

It eXtrapotitioh has'net applied, it-deletioh then *rites

to delete the "it" preceding the complementizet:

Rule (7): Lt-de1etion

S.D. XI it s X
- 2

S.I. 1 2 3 4

S.C. 1 0 3 ,4

Thak-deletion accounts tor the optional deletion of "that" when

it it immediately preceded by a verb:

Rule () : Tfid.tdelition

S.D. x V that 2
1 2

S.I. 1 2 3 4 5

S.C. 1 2 0 4. 5

4 5
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Verbs which do not undergo this rule of deletion will be indicated

in the lexicon.

Fa/Posa deletion deletes the OA or lodu before a verb after

the subject has been removed by END or is-substitution.

Rule (9): FoA/Pozz Deletion

S.D. XI

S.I. 1

S.C. 1

for VP X
2

poss

2 3 4

0 3

Besides the rules discussed above, two other rules are relevant

to complementatioT. These are discussed by Green and Morgan (1972).

The first is to-deletion, which deletes the "to" of the infinitive

belonging to,verbs of perception of a Set of verbs including "make,"

"let," and "have."

Rule (10): To-deletion

-- S.D. X
t

to V X
2

,

S.I. 1 2'..., 3 4

S.C. 1 0 3 4

[

Conditions: V is verb of perception
let

make
have

Thus,_a sentence like Diagram (17):

(17)

NP VP

I

N V NP VP'..._

1. 1

1-\'N1 .

.

VP NP

1 1

It is easy for someone to please

can be transformed into:: Diagram (18) through tough.movement:

(18)

I

Tough movement takes anY NP, excluding the subject, out of the

embedded sentence, and Substituting the'NP for "it" in the mmtrix

sentence.

Rule (11): Tough Movement

S.D. Xi it VP X2 NP

S.I. 1 i i 4 ' 6

S.C. -1 7 3 4 s

Condition: VP consists of Be + AO .

NoUti Phrase like (a joy
0 chore

46'

VP NP

- 6 7

6 0

NP

1

John

I / N
V NP VP

/\ 1 i \
is easy for to please

49"
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3.2.2 Finnish Complementation

The analysis of Finnish complementation presented here is more .

limited than that fOr EngliSh cOmpleientation. This is because there

has veen very little research on Finnish complementation ahd it is

not within the Scope of this'work to do a comprehensive analysis.

This analyis of Finniih-tompleMentation has been provided only aS

a reference for the discussion of native language interference, which

appears later.

Finnishilat four types of Compleiments: clausal; infinitival,

participial; and verbal noun. Clausal coMplementS are introduced by

"ettS",which iS equivalent to Ehglith "that".There kre'four ferns

of the infinitive in Finnish, traditionally numbered I.; II, Ill, and

Pi (Whitney 1973). A fifth infinitivt4number4) is sometimes Added

to thit'list..
.

Infinitive I-is formed 6 the addition of the Suffix -ta- (-tH

to the Steil, PUS Modifications. It Is UiedWith verbi SikkaS "haluta"

("want") khd "ajatella" 4"think abbut"):

(i) flaluin

I Want tO §6.

(b) Ajattelen mena metkalle.

I aM thinking about going on a trip;

;

.1
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Bes,ides its use in complement structures, Infinitive I is the form

used with auxiliary verbs (eg., "Osaatko uida?"--. "Can you swim?").

It is also the form found in such constructions as "Kirja on hyvH

lukea." ("The book is 9ood to read.") and "Parempi katsoa kuin katua."

("It is better to look than to regret."). The object of this infinitive

is in the short accusative case.

Infinitive II is formed by a

as with Infinitive I. This suffix

or instructive case. The inessive

action with another:

consonant plus -e-, with modifications

is added before either the inessive

indicates the simultaneity of one

(c) Tädin kaataessa kahvia kuppeihin tuijotti Eevd
ikkunasta ulos.

(d) While her aUnt was pouring coffee into the cups,
Eeva stared out the window.

This infinitive is also used with such verbs as "nauraa" ("laugh at")

and "olla pahoillaan" ("resent"):

(d) Nauroin kuullessani sen.

I laughed when I heard it.

(e) Mary oli pahoillian Samin voittaessa palkinnon.

Mary resented it when Sam won the prize.

In sentences like (d) ind (e), the infinitive is giVen a claimal

interpretation. Whed infinitive II is used With the inttrUctiVe case,

it indicates the'Manner of the Main action;

(f) Pullo lensi suhisten halki ilman.

The bottle flew whistling.through the air.

The third infinitive'--Infinitive III-- has the ending -ma- (-10-)

added to the stem of the verb, resulting in "sanome-": &OM "sand-"

("to say"). This form of infinitive is found With such verbs as "auttaa"

("help"):

(g) Mary auttoi Johnia opiskelemaan.,

mary helped John study.

The lengthening of the vowel and the -n added after InfinitiVe III

ending (ie., -ma-) indicates the illative case, which)ndicates aim

or destination. This combination of Infinitive III and the illative

case expresses an action which is td be done or for which one is prepared
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or represents the object of another verb, the beginning of ad action,

etc. With the inessive case, current action is indicated:

(h) HNn on tydhuoneessaan kirjoittamassa kirjettN.

He is in his study writing a letter.

Infinitive III plus the elative case indicates an action from whicb

the subject comes, ceases, or is forbidden. Verbs whichk-call for this

elative case include "estSS" ("prevent") and "laka(t)a" ("cease"):

(i) On lakannut satamesta.

It stopped raining.

Infinitive IV has two forms. One form ends in -minen and is used

in idiomatic expressions only:

(j) Sinun on nyt laulaminen.

You have to sing don.

The other form end in -mista and is used in sentence§ like:

(k) Tss ei nyt ole selittSmistS.

There is nothing to explain here. .

Complements,iwFinnish are also formed with 0 verbal noun. The

verbal noun is formed by the addition of the suffix -minen. It Cap

be fully inflected and is obligatory with certain verbs,. such as

"nauttie ("enjoy"):

(m) Han nautti pesSpallon pelaamitesta.

He enjoyed playing besebd11.

the last tyPe of complement is Participial, The-present Participle

'is found'in Mich complement itrUctures at:

(n) Haluan Johnin menevSn.

I WAnt John to gO.

The pretent participle is,formed by the addition of the suffix .-va

(-0) to the item. The perfect participle is formed by the addition of

-nee- (-nut-, -nyt-) to the tted1.110 Perfect participle is used with

such verbt ai "montga" ("adrait"):

. b4eni polka myönsi rikkoneensa ikkunan.

the little boy-admitted breaking the window.
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3.3 Second Language Acquisition Studies on English Sentential Comple-

mentation

Few second language acquisition studies have focused on comple-

mentation. The most detailed has been the study made by Andersson
(1976)

on students at the Catholic University in Puerto Rico learning English.'

Other studies include Hart and Schacter (1976), Tagey (1977), Scott

and Tucker (1974), and d'Anglejan and Tucker (1975).

3.3.1 Production Studies

Anderson,did a cross-sectional study of 180 students ttudying

English at the Catholic University in Puerto Rico, ranking in age

from nineteen to thirty-nine. Her subjects varied in levels of

proficiency. Her test consisted of multiple choice and translation

items. Using the "ordering theoretic method" by Bart and Krus (1973),

she found the followind order of difficulty:

Perfect s.

I

That

1'-
i

Tense's.

Fig. 4. Anderson's

,,Poss-ing
41

Prep-Gerund

D.

Gerund

Infjn -HP

S.S.S.

Infin-Equi

(1976) Order of Acquisition

Below are examplesOf the different categories (Anderson 1476):

Comptementation
St1netufte6 ixaMpte

That John thinks that he
4peak4 tnglish well.

Poss-ing I remember your'. 4iniah-
Ing it last Week.

,

VeAcAtption

That complement

Gerund complement
ih Which subject
has possessive fora

Comptementation
Stiutetufte6 Exampte

Gerund I finished studying
English.

Veaciaption

Gerund Complement
to whith Equi-
Noun-Deletion
applied

Prep-Gerund. Mary concentrated.on Gerund complement.
sotuing the p4obtem. which is preceded

by kpreposition
and to Which EqUi-
Noun-Deletion
applied

Infinitive coMple-
'ment.which hat
undergone It-.
,SubstitutiOn and
the Subject iS in
the accusative

for!"

T.D. My mother doesn't Let Infinitive-Noun
me watch T.V. Phrase cooplement

whcih has under,-

gone To-heletion

Infin-Equi I Want to see it. Infinibi4e CoMplé-
ment which has ,

undergone Equi-
NoUnrDeletioh ".

Tense know that he left Sequence of tense
early. rules With That

complement

Perfect She hopes tOave read SequenCe Of tense
it by next week. rules Infinitive

complement

S.S.S. Surface StructureI want you to help them.

Subject constrait

The order pound by Anderson did not match her Predicted order based

on the DerivatiOnal Complexitylloothe,sit, (D0):(Brenn And Hanlon 1970),

Oalhai been shown to correctly predict the order of acquisition'for

strUcture in Ei arid is based On the,number of tranSformatiOns in the

deriVational history ()fa stkicture. eased on the number of-transform-

tIons ihvolvedi the predicted sequence 07010 be-:

Infin-NP I wanted you to Leave.

50
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InfinuEqui Gerund Prep-Gerund (5 transformations)

IPS\ 167/7)c
T.D. . (4 transformations)

Tnat Poss.-ing Infin -MP (3 transformations) .6

Fig. 5. Predicted order based on DCH

The acquisition of S.S.S. and Tense were not predicted by the deriv,

ation complexity metric since they represent only a part of sentential

complements.

AS Anderson points out, Infin-END constructions are easier although

derivationally they are more complex. In fact, she found that in no

case was a complement with a surface subject easier than its END form.

Thut, as Infin-Equi is fess difficult than Infin-NP, so Gerund is less

difficult than Poss-ing. Moreover, That, WhiCh has a surface structure

subject add is)ess complex tran formationally than the Gerund and Infin-

Equi constructions, is acquired later. Based on these data, Anderson

posi4'h cOmmunicative strategy calleethe economy ptincipte-- the

tendency to learn to produce the shorter form first. tor in terms of

the number of morphemes apparing in the.surface structure, forms with

Equi are shorter.'

. Anderson also investigated the roie of transference and its in-.

fluence on the acquisition of sentential complementation. Her data

indicated that the task of producing a That compleMent was less dif-

ficult when the stimulus sentence contained áque ("that" in Spanigh)

and that producing an infinitive was less difficult when the stimulus

had an infinitive. Thus, She states that the form of the complement

in the stimulus sentence influencei the.facility of producing the

correct complement in English. Andersen Also found rather Strong

evidence for positive transfer in the respittes to iteas tbquring

the Geru at complements. The ratib of That compiementi tO

'Gerund mplements was her when the stimulus sentence tonteihed

an infinitive than when it ad a That coMpleMent.

Negative transfer is videnced by the high percentage of infin-

itive 'responses when the stimulus sentence is a infinitive. When the

stimulus sentence contained an infinitive, th occurrence Of incorrect

5 2
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infinitive responses'was 22,8 percent while with a That complement

it comprised only 7.8 percent of the total responses. This same type

Of negative transfer was seen with respect to incorrect That responses

when the stimulus sentence contained a.That stiMulus.

Anderson found no evidence that the type of testing task influ-

enced the response produced. The degree of transfer for multiple choice

and translation items was approximately the same.

Given that two types of cemplement responses were correct, Anderson

studied which complement was moSt likely to be chosen. Her investigation :

revealed that choices in suth instances paralleled the prdering sequence.

For example, if Poss-ing and That were aPpropriate, stUdents would

choose That mere often than Poss-ing. In the sequencing; Post-ino

camelast. The same type of occurrence Was found with deada. ("decide"

in Spanish). Given the choice of either an Infinitive or That Comple-

ment, the infinitive was chosen More often then.the That comPlement',

even when the stimUlus sentence:contained a ThatcompleMent. That did
,

appear more often when the stimulUs sentenCe contained a Mint cOMPle.!

ment,.indicating positive transfer.nsAiscussaabove.

With respect to the relationship betWeeh the lexical Otii of

the main verb and the choice of complement, AnderSon found that the

mmmdng Of the'moin,Virb may influence the choice of the conOement.

She cites the examPle of betieve ancrokannde. While bititve helongi

to the class Of verbs ofinelital activity, peandde it atsociated With

desiderative or imperative Verbs. And As takoff (1958) pOints OUt,

verbs of Mental activity normallY take That compleMents While detidéra-

five verbs and imperative verbs allow Usually onlY the infinitive.

Indeed, although betieut and pem4uadi allow bOth types of conpleMentS,

the infinitve was uted With persuade and That with:heti-0e, At Anderson

(l976! 71) comments,

It may he paSible that the secóncL IangUge _earner
acquires this knowledge add uses it to determine, Whith.
complement form to select for kgiven verb. Therefor!,

-rather than View these results as counter-evidence to
PositiVe transfer the respOnses Could be Viewed As Obt-
sitle eVidence for another conflicting determinant 9f
'CoMpleident choiCe! that Of the leXicaI claskof the verb
in the Matrix sentence. .--

- besides the less diffiCultY ef ififinitiVe CoMpinieni structures

And its preferenCe Ovei. That coMplementi, there-it iah percentage

of tWrgeneriiization in comparisen with, Other Complemebti. AndeTsop-,

pehenoMenon 6y tivoHoi the eCehoMy prinCiple.



Another study on complementation was mady by Hart and Schacter

(1076). They studied the compositions written by Spanish, Arabic,

Persian, Japanese and Chinese students in order to determine the

frequency of relative clauses and complement structures. They found

that post-verbal infiditive complements outranked the That comple-

ments and Glrund complements for all linguistic groups except the

Japanese, for which Infinitive and That.complements were fairly close.

An argument against transference is found in the Persians preferring

Infinitive complements since Infinitive complements never appear in

post-verbal position in Persian. Only finite complementi can follow

the verb. Yet although the Infinitive complement was almost universally

preferred, native Spanish speakers used it more frequently than any

other language group. Hart and Schacter contend that the preference

for the Infinitive complement cross-linguistically is dUe to the

economy princinple.

Tagey (1977), in her investigation of anaphoric reference with

regard to complementation, also found the overuse of the infinitive

in Persian,speakers. These data support the contention of Hart and

Schacter that this overuse is not the result of interference,

Scott and Tucker (1974), in their investigation of twenty-two

Arabic students learning English at the American University of Beirut,

found that the two most common errors with complements were the use of

the past participle instead of the infinitive after to (eg., "Then

they had to went down and tried to puated it forward.") end the sub-

stitution of goatl+ing or gotointlin for to.kingln. Complements in the

writing samples were used incorxectly eighteen percent of the tine at

Time I and twelve percent of the time at Time II; in the St:leech Samples,

they were used incorrectly twenty-one percent of the time at Ti00 I

and ten percent of the time at Time II.

3.3.2 Comprehension Studies

With regard to comprehension, Andersoh focuses on four items:

pumise (eg., "Carmen prowdsed Mary to sing.")4 Regular 4.14 Oittern

(eg., "John permitted Mary to leave."), Tough Movement (Eq.', "The

man is difficult tO tee."), ahd It-Substitution (eg., .'The child is

certain to cry."). Anderson found that Tough Movement and It -Substi-

tutiOn constructions were more difficult than the regular pattern.
!

Pkomide and the regular pattern were equally difficult.

The.NVN (Noun-Verb-Noun) pattern processing strategy has been

discussed by Bever (1970). According to this strategy, any noun -verb-
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noun sequence will be interpreted as being "actor-action=object."

Thus, a sentence like

, (a) John is easy to.please.

and a sentence like

(b) John is eager to please.

hove different deep structures although on the Surface they look iden-

tiCal. Sentence (a)'has-a deep Structure as in Diagram (19):

(19)

HP

NP VPN

I 1 1

It simeone please -Aldlin

Ihe deep

(20).

\'
is easy

ttrucure for sentence (b) is given is in Diagram (20):

NP

John

VP,V
V HP

re-

.1

is eager John

V NP

please someone.

As sentences (a) and (b) have identical surface structures but must

be interpreted differently,- so this same relitionship exists between

sentences like (c) and (d):

(c) John prondsed Mary to leave,

(d) &An aiked Mary to leave. 4,

Sentence (c),haS the'following deep Strucure:
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(21)
S

NP VP

V NP NP

VsN
NP VP

John promised Mary John leave

Sentence (d), on the other hand, has the following deep structure:

(22)

NP VP

NP VP

I

John asked Mary leave

According to the NVN processing strategy, a sentence like (a) would

be interpreted as John doing the pleasing and a Sentence like (c)

would be interpreted as Mary leaving.

Carol Chomsky (1969), in her investigation into first language

acquisition, found a tendency for subjects to interpret a sentence

like "John promised that Mary would leave" as Mary being the subject

of teave. Chomsky terms this principle which allows the NP most closely

preceding the complement verb to be ihterpreted as the subject of that

verb the Minima Patance kincipte.

Based upon the NVN strategy and the Minimal Distance PrinCiple,

the following sequence of acquisition was predicted by Anderson:

NVN eg., John asked Mary to leave.

It-Substitution eg., John is likely to win.

ToUgh Movement eg., John it easy to please.

and

NVN

Promise

eg., John asked Mary to leave.

eg., John promised Mary to leave

The NVN strategy predictS that tentenceS like "John is easy to please"

and "John is likely to win" will be more difficult than sentencgs which

follow the regular pattern (ie., NVN = actor-action-object), such as

5 6
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"John asked Mary to leave". This strategY also impliet that a sentence
.

like "John is easy to please" will be more difficult than "John is

likely to win" because the subject NP in the forMer sentence is actually

an object in the embedded sentence in the deep structureThe Tatter

sentence, on the other hand, in which It-Substitution has applied;

closely retembles the deep strUcture because.the surface structure

subject of the matrix sentence is the logical subject of the comple-

ment in the deeP structure. The Minimal Dittance Principle predicts

that sentences like "John promised Mary tO leave" will be more diffi

cult than a sentence like. "John aShed Mary to leave" since the subject

of the matrix verb in the.former,sentence is the subject .of teave

although Maw is closer to Leave.

The prediction that .NVN structures would be less difficult than

Tough Mbvement and lt7Substitution was borne out.. That Tough Movement

Would be more difficult:than It-Substitution was not evidenced, nor

wet the promise construction more difficult than the NVN construction.

Anderson credits the facility of Teugh.MOvemeht constrOctibnt

over It-Substitution construetions to natiVe ianguage transference

In Spanish Tough MOvement Occurs with adjtetiVes like digieit ond

impoWe ("difficult" end "impotsible",,respectively, in Spanish)

ttSubstitution never applied to prediCate adjective construc-

tions (Sauer 1972), Errort with It-Substitution mere thus higher beCaUte

such i construction does not halie a parallel construction in:Spanish',

according to Anderson. it is interesting.to note that the responses

on It-Substitution sentences ailed according to the adjective involved.

There wat a greater tendency. to incorrectly assign a Mean Subject to

the.segutto ("Ore in Spanish) construction than there was to the

otemEto (mcertain" in Spanish) construction& in .S0anish, AegUito can

occur with both an (mpersonal and human subject while.etem& can Only

occur with en impersonal subject,-

Although the OVN Strategy did not correctly predict the relative

difficulty of tough Mbvement and it-Substittltion& there wai:evidence

oCits use in interpreting such constructions. With, it4ubstituticin

constructions, Andersen found the tendency of interpreting the first'.

noun in the sentence ag the agent resulting ih "The candidate is Sure

to win" becoeing "The candidate is.sUre that hi will Win." Such a

strategY was also evident with.TOugh Nevement ConttrUctions, resulting
'in sentences like "The man is difficult to,See" being interpreted as

peening "The man has difficulty seeing."

5
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Th 4 structures which follow the NVN pattern were the easiest to

coiiphen& Moreover% there waS a tendency to assign the role of
agent e first noun in the gentence. In addition, the similarity

between a sentence in the native language.and that of the target

language-facilitated the learning ease of that construction.

'Another study dealing with the comprehension of complement

structures was that made by d'Anglejan and Tucker (1975). In this

study, the acquisition of a set of complex English structures hy

adult French Canadians learning English who were-at two different

levels of proficiency was investigated. Included in this study.were

sentence structures like "John is eager/easy to please" and "Ne

promised/asked Bill to leave." D'Anglejan and Tucker found.that for

the beginning students the eaay structures had the highest proportion

or errors, followed hy aak and lattottabe respectively. For the advanced

students, the same ordering was found, although the difference in

errors between the eaay and a4k structures was only one percent.

3.3.3 Production Studies vs. Comprehension Studies

Anderson found that Infinitive and That complements were equally

difficult in comprehension while Infinitive complementt were easier

in production. She attributes this to the kind of tatk involved: in

other words, the production task involved producing a tring of words

for which the meaning is already known while in the comprehension task

students assign meaning to a string Of sainds or wordt. Lengthinay be

a factor in determining the facility Of a task. On the whole, production

errors were higher than comprehension errors.

The finding of higher errors in production than in CoMprehension

is quite common in the literature on second language acquisitton. The

ability to comprehend a Specific syntactic structure often develops

faster than the ability to produce that Structure. The Problem has

been,as to how to account for thit phenomencin in a theoretical model

of language acquisitiow Often two different grammart, i "production'

grammar and a "comprehension" grammar; art postulated (Naiinan 1974;

Swain, Dumas, and Neiman 1974). BUt Tarone (1974 tUggests thafthe

discrepancy between an individual's comprehending ability and prodixing

ability can be accounted for by Weisser's (1967).mode1 hf speech

perception. Neisser's model emphasizes.the ihtortance bf lion-iidgdistic

processes and strategies in language comprehentibd. Ait exa001e Of

such type of strategy would be that Proposed by Bever (070! 298):
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"Any NounAlerb-Noun sequence within a potential internal unit in the

surface structure corresponds to actor-action object."

3.3.4 Conclusion'

Anderson found an invariant order in the acquisition of English

sentential compleMents. Although she posits this as an order of acqui-

sition, a more appropriate term would be that of a hierarchy of dif-;

ficulty. The notion of the derivatiOnal theory of complexity did not

successfully predict this hierarchy of difficulty. In addition, .

Anderson found that the production of complementation-structures Was

influenced by an economy strategy and native language transference,

with the economy strategy responsible for the ease of shorter comPle-

ments and the native language transference accounting for the ease

of.struetures paralleling native language equivalentt. The Infinitive

complement was found not only to be the easiest Of the complement

structUres but also the most overgeneralized. With regard to compre-

hension, Anderson found evidende for the influence of the NWstrategy

in processing sentenCes. Native language also had an influence,on the

comprehension Of structuret. With regard to the. comprehension .Versus

the production of a compleeent structure, it Wat foundthat structures

were easier,in comprehension than in produCtion. MOreovEri strOctures

difficult to produce were not always difficult to understand. Anderson

posits this to be the resUlt of a length constraint operating in pro-

duction but not in comprehension.

3.4 Research Design

3.4.1 The Subjects

For thecross-section study, forty-three students stUdying English

at the University of Jyv5skylS, Finland, Were tested. TheSe.stUdents

were made up of twenty-one Approbatur (ie., first-year) students,

twenty-three Cum Laude (ie.; second-year) students, and two Laudatur

(ie., third-year) students. For the longitudinal study, twenty-one

of these forty-three students were used. This,includeditwelve Approbatur

and nine COm Laude students. All students ranged in age fro:a-eighteen

to twenty-eight, the average age being nineteen. The-average nUmber

of years of having studied English was five years, the actual. number

Tanking from two students withAbree-years, one student with six yearS

ten students with seven years to three students with eight yearS... For

II
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four students, there was no information. Two of the students had lived

in the United States for one year.

3.4.2 Testing procedure

3.4.2.1 The Test

. A ninety-six-item tett, covering various aspects of complemen-

teflon,' was developed an administered three times during the 1974-

1975 academic year--in te fall (September), midwinter (January),

and in the spring (Apri ). Forty-three stUdents took the test.in the

fall, with twenty-one of these students taking the test both in January

and in the spring.

The test covered two types of cemplementation rules: subcatego-

ription and syntactic rules.y.tubcategorization rules are used in the

correct telection)of the complement-type each verb allows; syntactic

rules account fOrithe correet representation of the complment-type.

Table 1-presents'the thirteen sulicategorization categoiles; Table 2

presents the sjx syntactic categories. Both tablet %chide the verbs

used in eachCategory and the item numbers. Table 1 alto lists the

type of comPlements used in.the Finnish equivalent at i ivference

for the ditc4ssiOn of interference.

The/test consisted of seven tectiOns, each with a.difierent type

of task,:

I. Translation

Eg., Haluan ettN John menee.

II. Fill in the Blank

Eg., Bill recommended that they
shoW. (to go)

to thd
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III. Transformational Drill

Eg., Bob manted it...Sam did pass his exam.

V. Sentence Completion

-:.-

z.

..

- :11.:". L. . 1

Eg., The students can't help

They are angry.
7 w q

4
ol

i ,;.4u1R 4 = , 11:... 'II: '.
.. %0 0

..}
;.!1!47::::::!qt:5:p.":

.. Y Lff ..

=.4=TY - ::::.:E.:".":

- -
,I, - .- .- -,

V. Multiple Choicet :!.,u .... . ,.. - ,'Clial...In....
t;:s.

Y Y..p. Eg., No one regrets a. them going awaY
b. for them
c. their

1.0 d. for_their
ul

.,.. .

5 ! i
VI. Substitution, ,c

2 1131? ital 1
tg., Mary thinks that John went to Chicago

L3 gtilstm I- 4 "I" 2iP -1 4,1- 28 22222 ---nr - pszl-sity - -r - ..tilug i 2$22.S rza.snase r,...s.r.Er..44aEr 5 Mary forgot about
L3
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g
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p ..4 7,
: agm f t

."
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Z 1
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1
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maEt --1.: i. os
'.1

a
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VII. Comprehension

tg John fs eager to please

John pleases someone. Yes No
Someone pleases John. Yes No
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Distractors for the multiple choice section of the test were

thnlved from two sources: 1) the types of errors discussed by Kurt

and Kiparsky (1972) and 2) the type of errors made on an English

pngiciency test taken by several Finnish students enrolledin the

Intensive Oglish Institute at the University of Illinois, Champaign-

Mena. The complementation test was pretested with native Speakers.

3.4.2.2 Data Analysis

2.a.2.2.1 Hierarchy of Difficulty

, In order to determine the hierarchY of difficulty for the nineteen

categories* the ordering-theoretic method developed by Bart and Krus

(1973) was utilized. Because of its origin in Mathematical tree theory,

this method is also known as the "tree method." Unlike A Guttman scaling,

which "invariably assume(s) that the trait measured is linearly ordered

and tan be measured with a single additive Model" (Bart and Krus 1973:

291), the tree method is designed to determine the logicaf relationship
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among items: In other words, the method seeks to determine groups of

items acquired together. For example, given twelve items to be ordered,

the differences between the Bart and Krus method and the traditional

Guttman method is exemplified below. The Bart and Krus "tree method"

would yield a ranking as in Figure (6a) while the Guttman analysis would

yield a figure like (6b).

\ / \ / \ /
10\12/

Fig. 6a. Bart and KruS Analysis

6

8

3

11

4

10

2

12

6b. Guttman Analysis

In the Bart and Krus ordering method, item "2" is a prOPequisite to

item "8" while item 1t5" is independent of item "8." The Guttman method

cannot provide such information. According to the Guttman ranking,

item "2" must be ordered before iteM "8" but sn wOuld iteM 5. There

is no indiCation that item "5" iS indepeneh b1 iteM "8." Thus, the

Bart and Krus, method yield§ informatiOn hS.td the iespencing among

itehm which the Guttman Method cannot:

At With the Guttman Scaling, binary coding is necessary in the

data analysis for the Bart and Krus tree method. A "1" is aisigned

to a-category for a subject if that subject received a score of ninety

6 4
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percent or higher; for a score below ninety percent, a "0" is assigned.

The percentages are determined by diyiding the number of correct items

by the total number of items for that category by an individual:

Individwit 16.

Many
Categoty 1 Connect Items/I Totat Ofencentage Scone

That 2/3 66.67 0'

Poss-ing 3/3 100:0 1

Gerund 4/6 66.67 0

Pre+Poss-ing 3/3 100.0

The second step in the procedure involves counting the response

patterns on all possible pairs of structures for the forty-three

subjects. Consider the binary s0res for three.categories for several

of the subjects below:

01

02

That

1

1

Categories

Pais-ing Intirt-End
1

Individual

Subjects

15 1 1

16 1 1

17 a 1 1

18 1 1

, 20 0 0
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Thl response patterns of 00, 10,°and.11 are considered to be confir-

matory; 01 is a disconfirmatory response pattern. For example, in tht

above chart individuals 20, 18, and 15 show confirmatOry-responses for

the tilegories That and Poaa-ing.

That Pbaa-ing

Individual 20 0 0

Individual 18 1 0

Individual 15 1 1

This means that these responses confirm that one item is a prerequi-

site to another (in thig case, that That is a prerequisite to P064-

ing). The response pattern by individual 16 is disconfirmatory; it

disconfirms that That is a prerequisite to Naa-ing.
"

That

Individual 16

Poaa-ag

0

The third step involves counting the number of disconfirmatory

responses for each possible pairs of categories; in this case, with

three categories, there would be six possible pairs: That/Pmsaing,

That/Ingn-ENV, Naa-ing/Infin-End, plus these pairs in reverse --

Poaa -ing/That, Ulla-ENV/That, and Ingn-ENV/Poaaing.

Categotie6 Type of
Individual That Poss-ing Response

16 0 1 DiSconf.

17 0 1 Disconf.

18 1 Confirm.

Total Confirmatory: 32

Disconfirmatory: 9
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Categoitieb Type of

Poss-ing That Response

1 0 Confirm.

0 Confirm.

1 Disconf.

Total Confirmatory: 3g-

Disconfirmatory: 4

The number of disconfirm4 responSes: for each pair is divided by

the number of subjects involved in the study:

liy

Disconfirmatory Responses

Number ofSubjects in Study

Percentage

Disconfirmatory Responses

Number Of Sutjects in Study

Percentage

Disconfirmatory

That/Naa-ing Naa-ing/That

9 4

43 43

20.9 9.5

That/Indin-ENV InAn-ENVIThat

12

43

04,

43

27.9 0.0

Posa-ing/Ingn-ENV Ingn--ENV/Paisa-ing

Responses 7

Number of SubjeCts in Study 43

Percentage 16.3

a _

43

0.0

The ideal would be if for dne pair (eg., That and Poaa-ing) there

were all disconfirmatory responses and for the reverse pair (eg.,

Pms-ing and That) there were none.

DisOnfirmatory Pnses

Nunber of,Sdbjects in Study

Percentage

That/NW-14

41

43

100

Naa-ing/That

0

43",

0-0'
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This would mean that for all subjects one item was a prerequitite

for the other.

These percentages for the disconfirmatory responses are then put

in matrix:

6'7
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Matrix of Disconfirmatory Responses

That Po4,6-ing Ingn-END

That 20.9 27.9

Poss-iwg 9.5 16.3

Ingn-END 0.0 0.0

Alluding for no tolerance

pairs that are related in

the entries of 0.0 in the

level, ie., no performance errors, item

a prerequisite manner can be discerned from

matrix. In other words, when a 0.0 appears,

it means that item pairs are related in a prerequisite manner. Thus,

from the matrix above, it can be seen that Ingit-END is a prerecpdsite

to That'and Po44-tng. Because there are no 0.0s between the Thatimd

Pos4-ing, no prerequisite relationship is evident. From this matrix,

a "tree" can be constructed to:show the prerequisite relationship

between InliinrEW and the othe l. two items.

That Poss-ing

Infin-END

3.4.2.2.2 Longitudinal Analysis

In order to determine significant changes over time for the

categories, the "analysis of variance" statistical PrograM in the

SOUPAC system waS Utilized. in order to determinb COrrelittiont among

items for each testing, an ANOVA statistical prograi in the SOUPAC

system was used.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

,The first section of this chapter presents an ordering of the

nineteen subcategorization and syntactic categories, based on the

percentage of error. Next, a hierarchy of difficulty is established,

illustrating the sequential relationshipS among the categoeies. An

eamdnation of complement preference and type of error follows, along

with a discussion of the role of transference. Finally, the longitu-

dinal data for both the subcategorization ahd syntactic categories

and for the individual are examined.

4.1. Production

4.1.1 Cross-Sectional Data

4.1.1.1 Rankings

Table 3 presents the rdnking for the thirteen subcategorization

categories based on the percentage correct for each category. As can

be seen, three categories received a Percentage.of 100 percent: ingn-

END, Ingit-b4P/Gelatnd and Indin-I/Genund. Two categories received

scores of ninety-four percept,e66ect: Ptep+Gehund and Ingn-NP,

followed by Ingin-00/That with a scOre of n1nety-three,p4cent.

0e/wad ahd Ohep+Po44-ing tooth,received scores of ninety-one percent

correct. These categories are followed ih turn by Podd-ing with eighty-

nine percent and That with eighty-seven percent correct. Ingn-NP/That

had seventy-eight percent correct, while PosA-ing/That had sixty-eight

percent correct. The most difficiat category was Gaund/That at sixty2

Ohe percent Correct. Thus; except for the last three categories, Most

Of the iubcategoritation categoriei received fairly high scores.; bight

oUt Of thiiibeti Categoriet received scores above ninety percent correct.
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5

Ranking

TABLE 3

SUBCATEGORIZATION CATEGORIES

Pexcentage 06'
ConAee.t Rea ponac6 Categoty

2 100 Infin-END

2 lOo Infin-END/Gerund

2 100 Infin-NP/Gerund

4.5 94 Prep+Gerund

4.5 94 Infin+NP

6 93 Infin-END/That

7.5 91 Prep+Poss-ing

7.5 91 Geruhd

9 89 Post-ing

10 87 That

11 78 Infin-NP/That

12 68 Poss-ing/That

13 61 Gerund/That

Table 4 presents the percentages of correct responses for the
six syntactfc categories. Of these six categories, to-Sae-Von had
the highest percentage correct with a score of ninety percent. This
category is followed by Pot-To th sevent -nine percent, which, in
turn, is followed closely by to Se- n with a score of Seventy-
eight percent correct. Poa Aeative had a score of seventy-one percent
correct; Tehbe Sequencing and Raiaing had the lowest scores, with
Sixty-nine percent ahd fifty-one percent respectively.

TAW

Ranking

SYNTACTIC CATEGORIES

Pe/leek/me' o 6
Comect Reapona C6 CategOng

90 To-Deletion

2 79

3 78 To Be-Deletion

4 71 Possessive

6 60 Tense Sequencing

6 51 Raising

73

Iii stow, art of the percentages of correct responses were high
for both the subcategorization and syntactic categories; only four
categories had scores below seventy percent. The percentages for
the sobcategurization categories were en the whole higher than those
for the syntactic categories, indicating that the "Mechanics' of
complementation is perhaps More difficult than the "selection* process.

4.1.1.2. Sequential Relationships
The sequential reiationshipS, Inca opium the ordering-theoretic

mdkod developed by %art ana iris, are presented Int Mae 5.. Those
percentages Aida indicate a prerequisite relationship have been
drdea. A Worm, level of ilriperceolt was alloyed for performonce

Mb regard to therrelationshrios mon the Solocategarliatioro
categories, it cam be seen from the matrix io Take 5 that three
strictures are prewevimisitks to the other ten iterni; this is because
all of tke sohjects got scores of 100 percent correct ro the three
categories. We three prerequisite cattgorieswere 1,v4a-
uostaralt, a briak-riptawni. boam-lw IS a prerequisite to three
streetwise liara-ingfillbit, celmarOlilliurt, and Intin-lfrillint.
kg is preureqpisite IS litroo-ingelfuot, imosidellint, and 14infrotitia6
Ikaa-isea Ormareopriiite to coutivnist mid irmsim-rarnist., nercebaid,
Anwar and act ore prerequisiteS to ekeintoiffilmt and In4NrIllm1 ..

Except for lallin-FRIPIllist and ilknoardelliat, dl Item are prerequisites
to fojte-itiplint. These relotioosikips are premarital to "bee form tO
Figire 7.

Figure * illustrates the peremorisilles worm these itineleero,pote-
gpries 'rare dearly. *re the stricihmes lisle beau upload Ii groups
the first group being the pereqiisille to the second and the second
pop a prerequisite to the success of the *OWL Mho, socuss m the
items to the-first gaup precedes sootess om those Items to the, seramil
IProtri the new In Croup II precede Wear to 1PUp IlL WItitio a Oetep
there Is is eiskrirep or the -Nees. It -Is toterrstIms to Note that OM
certain striclores the presume of No SW hos me effect se the difirkell-
kr of an ilea. MO 'respect t mils treursiring therinfinithe fano only,
thee with firs are more difficult thmo their 1111) coemberports

? strutter's we pretruoisitks Imicim-hirl'Irecteres)). Vas
wiw law relatlanskiiie Mel& also far Impefliet went. There
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Gkoup I

Infin-END

Infin-END/Gerund

Infin-NP/Gerund

Gkoup II

Prep+Gerund Infin-NP Prep+ Poss-ing Infin-END/
`,... Poss-ing That
\ .

. \

'Wet Gerund

N.

4
Toss-ing/That

Gtoup III

Gerund/That Infin-NP/That

Fig. 8. Difficulty Tree for Subcategorization Categories.

With regard to the syntactic categories, it can be seen from the

matrix in Table 5 that of the six items, To-Detetion, To Be-Detetion,

Pa44e4dive, and Fort-To were prerequisites to Tense Sequencing and

Raising, as shown in Figure 9. Figure 10 illustrates group member-

ships, with the four items in Grou0 I being easier than the two items

in Group II.

Finally, in Figure 11 we see the relationships,among All the

categories, subcategorization and icriietic combined. In most in-

stances, it is the subcategorization category which it the pren.qui-

site to the syntactic categorY: Ingn-NP with 611 of the six syntactic

categories except Fort-To; Phep#POss-ing and PosA-ing, with PobseSsitrei_

To-Dete.tion, Tenee Sequencing, and Raising; Othund and That with To-

Deletion, Tense Segitencing and RaiSing; PAep+Oekund with To-Attain,

Tense Sequencing, and RaiAing. All the other kubdategorization cate-

7 4

77.

gories are prerequisite to Tense Sequencing and Raising, which are the

most difficult of all the categories combined. The syntactic aspects

of complementation seem to be more difficult than the subcategorization

rules.

a

'Possessive I

Tense Sequencing

Raising

ITo-Deletion To Be-Deletion For-To

Fig. 9. Hierarchy of Difficulty for Syntactic Categories.

Group I

To-Deletion Possessive To Be-Deletion For-T4

Group II

Tense SeqUencing Raising
.

Fig. 10. Difficulty Tree fo0 Syntactic Chtegbries.

A cemparison between the ordering derived foh the Finnish speakers

and the ordering compiled by Anderson (1976) for Spanish speakers can

be made by examining Figuret 12 and 13. There were six subcategorization

categories in Common fdr both StOdie§: Thict, ingn-END, Ingn-NP, Gertundt,

km-4m, and PAelatGekand. In' Figure 12, the orderings found in each

study are given.a

'7 5
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Present Study

Infin- Infin- Prep+
Categories (x) That END NP Gerund Poss-ing Gerund

(Y)

That

Infin-END

Infin-NP o

Gerund

Poss-ing

Prep+

Gerund

Key: +: Category x before category y
-: Category y before category x

o: No ordering between category x And category y

AndetIon (1976)

Infin- Infin7 Prep+
Categories (x) That END NP Geruhd Poss-ing Gerund

(Y)

that

Infin-END

Infih-Np

Gerund

POsi-idd

Prep+
Gerund

I.T1:

I.
0

key: +: Category x before category y
: Category y before category x
o: No ordering between category )4 and category y

Fig, 12: The ordering for present study and AnderSon (1976).

A contingency table, showing agreement betWeen the pretent study And

Ander'son on the ordering of the six subcategorization categories in

coemon, is given in Figure 13. The numbers in the tähle indicate th4

411. mother 1:4 cases for each Arrangement.
C

77
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Orderings

Anderson
(1976)

Present Study

1 o 2

o 4 7

o o 1

Key: +: Category x before category y
-: Category y before categotyx
o: No ordering between category x and category y

Fig. 13. Contingency Table

As can be seen from Figure 13, there were six cases where the ordering

in the present study agrees with the Anderson ordering; there was one

case in which x came before y (Ingn -ENV) before That , four cases in

which y came before x (Ingn-END) before Inliin-NP, Ger:and, Poas-ing,

and Pkep+Geund), and one case in which there was no ordering (That

and Ptep+Gekundl. There were nine cases where Anderson had an ordering

but such an ordering was not evident in the present study: Getund

before That, Poss-ing and Phep+Geitund but after Ingn-NP; Poss-ing

before Phep+Gehund and after That and Inerin-NP: ahd Ingm-NP before

That and Phep+Gekund.

In.summary, the Bart and Krus ordering-theoretic method yielded

several prerequisite relationships. Ingn-ENV, lngn-ENV/Genund, and

Inifin-NF/GeAund were prerequisites to all of the other categories and

all of the other categories were prerequisites to Tenbe Sequencing

and Raising. There were fewer prerequisite relationthipS in the present

study, however, than in.the Andersori (1976) Study dn sentential comple-

mentation.

4.1.1.3. Correlations in Rankings

In this section, two analyses are made. The first analysis concerns

correlation between the group ranking and the individual rankings. lhe

second analysis attempts to determine whether or not the individual

rankings are significantly correlated.

81

Table 6 presents the results of the first analysis--the compa-

rison of individual cross-sectional rankings with the cross-sectional

ranking determined by the group mean scores.

TABLE 6

SPEARMAN RANK COEFFICIENTS: CROSS-SECTIONAL GROUP RANKING AND

INDIVIDUAL CROSS-SECTIONAL RANKINGS

Subject 1 -.23 Subject 11 .99*

Subject' 2 ,93* Subject 12 .50

Subject 3 .94* Subject 13 -.04

Subject 4 .76 Subject 14 .13

Subject 5 .10 Subject 15 .64

Subject 0 .81 Subject 16 .66

Subject 7 .64 Subject 17 -.10

Subject 8 .33 Subject 18 .76

Subject .9 .26 Subject 19 .60

Subject 10 .26 Subject 20 .43

Subject 21 .54

*p 4.01

Out of twenty-one subjects examined; only three had rankings which

were significantly correlated with the group-derived ranking. this

would seem to indicate that individuhl.rankings are being misrepre- i

sented by rankings based on grOup data. ,

in Table / are the results of the second analysis. Whereas inf
,

the first analysis individual rankings were compared with the group

ranking, in this inalysfs the individual rankings are compared *ith

each other. -Wordor to determine if they are Significantly coffelated.

The significant correlations have been circled& The'rankings,Orre-

lated only14 percent df the time (ie.', in the only thfirty .bt of 210

ii

cases were the .correiations for the rankings Ognificant)./ihis is an

indication that there is i great deal bf viriatiOn among he subjects.

Such risultt verifY the findings in the Rosansky (1976)ttudy. Rosansky

found that when she compared the individual subjects' rankings, they

did not correlate significantly.

4.1.1.4 Environments

In this section the influence of the environtent on the type of

7 6 79
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complement used will be investigated. For the subcategorization cote-

I"
gories, the investigation includes (1) complement choice when two

'types of complements are permissible, (2) evidence of transference,

* N0 4 and (3) types of errors in complement selection. For the syntactic

; categories, an analysis wO made.to determine if the particular verb

I
3

used had an effect on the correctapplication of the rule.,

1 M 11 A
The first part of this section dikusses the investigation lntoel"a

1 complement choice: given instances.where two types of complements are
0 ®411

4 mm
. ,

r4 el 0 CI% 01
Table 8 gives the figures for Infinitival/Clausal-complement verbs,

omissible with a verb, will one complment be favored over another?

. Clausal/Gerundive-complement verbs, and for Infinitival/Gerundive-

' **) 4 to a.
cs,

.
mt M 4r4 g complement verbs. As it can be seen, the infinitival complement is

N N
favored over the clausal complement almost three. to one with Infinitival/

1 .0 01 CO 3 1)
. .

Clausal-complement verbs. With Ciausal/GerundiVe-complement verbs,

1310101000ON the gerundive was preferred slightly oVer the clausal complement. With
0 0 el
; I

Infinitival/Gerundive7complement verbs, neither complement type was.

preferred over totther. Thus, only 'with the; first type of verbs was1 N on 0. 111 r.
thet.e a definite preference of one type of k:mplement over another.

.

0 N. ...? IN IN IN ON 0. g31.1 0 IN col in lel 21. N
; i

/ cre en ea c at 4) Ch 0 N en TABLE 8
N .1 01 N ...I n 0 0 0 * el. ..

I I COMPLEMENT PREFERENCE, PERCENTAGES OF RESPONSES® .4 .4e ? el M se N SELECTING DIFFERENT COMPLEMENTS
I :=11 `,74 .8

iniinitiVai/Clausal-Complement Verbsl' yit a wa a ..a as ...1' .1 0 en CO 0.0 01 .4 in 0 N 0 .-I In -I el 0 0
. .I I I I I Ingmitivat Ctaabat

Emou
21.9

. . .
.10010.0. .

No Rosponde

..
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67.5 28.5
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Looking at a breakdown of the complement verb types, certain

tendencies can be found. For the Infinitival/Clausal-complement
verbs,

an examination revealed that, although the individual verb was not

a determining factor in selecting one complement over another. envi-

ronment (ie., NP or ENV) did influence the choice of the complement

used, as illustrated in Table 9.

EnviAonment

TABLE 9

INFINTTIVAL/CLAUSAL -COMPLEMENT VERBS
ENVIRONMENT INFLUENCE PERCENTAGES

OF RESPONSES

InAinitivat
Comptement
Moat

Choice
Evuous No 4upon6e

NP 51.9 41.1 2.3 4.7

END 81.4 7.6 3.5 7.5

Although the infinitival complement is favored in both environnents,

its preference with fND environments was substantially higher than

with NP environTents. Especiilly noticeable was the influence of the

environment on the verb pkomi,se (Table 10).

TABLE 10,

COMPLEMENT PREFERENCE FOR PROMISE
ENVIRONMENT INFLUENCE PERCENTAGES

OF RESPONSES ,

EnviAonment

Environments

Infinitivat
Comptement
Ctausat

Choice
EhAola No Redponae

.Combined: 61.6 32.6 0.0 5.8

For Each

Environment

NP 27. 60.5 0.0 11.6

END 95.r 4.7 0.0 0.0

As evident from the top part of Table 10, 64 infinitive was favored

over that-clauses with pmvni,se when both environments were combined.

However, a breakdown according to environmen reveals that for PkOmiAtt .

the clausal complement was favored in NP envionments while with ENV
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environments, the infinitive was almost exclusively used. Tor the NP

and END environments with other Ingn4tivat/Ctausat-complement infin-

itive was the preference in both environments. One explanation for

this phenomenon with prtomize is transference: the HP-environment test

item of premiae was a trans1ation iiem with a that-clause in the stim-

ulus sentence. The effect of transference will be discussed in detail
.

later.

With Clausal/Gerundive-complement verbs, a breakdown according

to environment revealed that environment was not a major decisive fac-
,

tor. There was a slight preference of the.gerundive over clausal com-

plements in both environments. The breakdown is found in Table 11.

TABLE 11

GERUNDIVE/CLAUSAL-COMPLEMENT VERBS
ENVIRONMENT INFLUENCE PERCENTAGES

OF RESPONSES

Comptement Choice
EnviAonment GeAundive Ctaimat EA.40411 No Re6ponae6

NP 41.9 32.5 20.9 4.7

END 34.9 20.9 35.4 8.8

Although environmmit did hOt play 6 decisive hole for either environment

here, the individual verb.did ihfluence the slectioh of one comple-

ment-type over another, as shown when comparing two verbs with the

same *nvironment. table 12 provides complement preference for the ENV

environment of admit and deny. *

TADLE 12

ADMIT AND DENi7(AND ENVIRONMENT) COMPLEMENi
PREFERENCE PERCENTAGES OF RESPONSES

Comptement Choice
VeAb Gehundive Ct4u6atNtAAofa No ReAponde

Admit 26.4 27.9 34.1 11.6

Deny 47.7 10.5 37.2 4.6.

Although.fór admit the selection of the two possible types was randem,

for deny the gerundive was preferred over a that-clause. Thus, for the

two Clausal/Gerundive-complement verbs used in this study, the prefe-



rence of one complement type over another in the same environment was
influenced by the verb involved. Unfortunately for these two verbs

there were no examples in the NP environment to compare with.

From a breakdown of the Infinitival/Gerundive-complement
verbs

into the individual verbs, it can be seen that for like, the choice

of complement-type was random. For heaA and bee, however, the infin-

itive was favored over the gerundive. Thus, for perception verbs like

hum and see in a NP environment, one complement type is preferred

over another while for a verb like like in the 640 environment,
there

is no complement-type preference.

TABLE 13

INFINITIVAL/GERUNDIVE-COMPLEMENT VERBS COMPLEMENT
PREFERENCE, PERCENTAGES OF RESPONSES

Complement Choice
VeAb EnviAonment Ingnitivat GeAundive ErtAokb No Rebponbe

Near NP 69.8 22.1 0.0 8.1

See NP 79.1 20.9 0.0 0.0

Like END 51.1 48.9 0.0 0.0

In suemary, complement choice seemed to be governed by several

things, depending upon the verb or the type of verb involve. For

Infinitival/Clausal-complement verbs, environment (ie., NP or ENV) was

a decisive factor. The infinitive seemed to be preferred with ENV

environments. With Gerundive/Clausal-complement verbs and Infinitival/

Gerundive-complement verbs, it Was not the environment but the specif-

ic verb which influenced the complement choice. Unfortunately, though,

there were no examples of both environments for all of the verbs exam-

ined.

From the discussion of complement choice, the question about the

role of transference arises. Transference is defined here as the in-

fluence of the stimulus sentence on the response. For instance, with

pkomise it was found that.a clausal complement was favored over the

infinitival complement whereas with other verbs in object positions

the infinitive was preferred. Transference is a possible explanation

for the preference of the clausal complement with pumise jn the MP

environment because thefinnish stimulus sentence contained an Etta-
clause (equivalent to a that-clause in Engligh). The word for pkOri4e
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in Finnish is Luria and requires an ettii-clause In the NP-env4ronmenL--

Because Finnish requires an eta-clause in the stimulus, the preference

of a that-clause in English may be a result of this. A further inves-

tigation was done to see if complement-type of the Finnish stimulus

sentence influenced complement choice. Two verbs were examined: admit

and heart. Both verbs were represented by test items which consisted

of a translation item and A non-translation item. The stimulus in the

1rtranslation item was in the participial form for both verbs. In Finnish,

the two verbs can take either a clausal or participial complement.

Table 14 presents the percentages tor the complement preferences.

TABLE 14

COMPARISON OF TRANSLATION AND HON-TRANSLATION
ITEMS, PERCENTAGES OF RESPONSES

MUT

Type og Complement
Giveh by Student

TAanstatien Task
Item 1.7

Non-Tsamstation Task
Item IV.10

Gerundive 14.0 41.9

Clausal 37.2 27.9

Infinitive 25.6 25.6
(Error)

No Response 23.2 4.6

NEAR

Type oi5 Complement

Given by Student
TAAnbtation Task

Item 1.12
kon-Tnanstation Task

Item 11.9

Infinitive 65.1 74.4

Gerundive 18.6 25.6/

Clausal

y (Error)

0.6 0.0

No Response 16.3 0.0

Prom Table 14 it is evident that'transference was not a factor in

the responses given for admit and heart. In fact,2with admit the,gerT

undive complement was preferred more-with tt non-translation item than

witli the translation item with the gerundiv -complement stimului. With

hem, the gerUhd was preierr d with both th tranSlation and non-trans-

latioh Vtems. Although the sults of this tanalysis seem to indicate
that trinsferenCe was not a factor in the responses, the results are
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nonetheless inconclusive because of the limited number of items exam-

ined. More than toio items need to be examined in order to determine

the role of transference in using a complement. In order to adequately

determine the role of transference, additional testing must be done.

A real test.of the role of transference would involve Finnish verbs

which allow two types of complementizérs in Finnish and with its English

equivalent. The translation task would thus include Finnish Sentences

where both types of complements were used. If transference were at

work here, it would be expected that the choice of complement in English

would mirror the stimulus complement given in Finnish.

In the first part of this section an analysis was made to see if

the environment had an effect on the complement chosen when two comple-

ments are permissible. Another consideration is the effect environment

has on the errors made in selecting a complement. This investigation

was made,in order to determine if, given that a mistake is made, one

complement will be favored over another. An analysis of the data re-

veals an overgeneralization of the infinitive, as, evident in Table 15.

TABLE 15

COMPLEMENT-SELECTION ERRORS
PERCENTAGES OF RESPONSES

Clausal-Complement Only Verbs

14Lnitive Gekundive

17.9 5.0

Gerundive-CoMplement Only Verbs

Inktnitive Clausal

4.5 0.6

Infinit6e-Complement Only Ver:bs

GeAandive Clausal

0.003 0.013

In instances where an incorrect choice is made with verbs which allow

oJy the clausal complement, the infinitive complement was favored

ver the gerundive complement; the infinitival clauses composed 11.9

percent of the total responses, while the gerundive was only five

perceneof the total. This overgeneralization of the infinitive was

also fqynd with verbs which allow only the gerundive complement, even

8 t3
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though the percentages on the whole were lower (due to a lower error

rate). The wrong use of the infinitival complement comprises 4.5

percent of the total responses while use of the clausal complement

totaled less than one percent. These findings coincide with the

preference of the infinitive with Infinitival/Clausal- and Infinitival/

Gerundive-complement verbs: In instances where the verbs allowed only

an infinitival complement there diarnot seem to be a preference of

one complement over another but So few errors were made that the

figures are inconcluiive.

Of particular interest were the errors made with two 1n6in-NP/

Thal verbs: decide and hope. For these two verbs, these are rettric-
t--

dons with complement choice,when an RP is present. For whereas in

ENV environments both the infinitival and clausal complements are

allowed, with HP environments only the clausal compleme t is permis-

sible:

14in-NP/That Vekbs:
DECIDE and HOPE

Veld) EnviAonment '7omptement

Decide

Hope

NP

END

END

Clausal

*Infinitive

Clausal

Infinitive

Clausal

xInfinitive

Clausal

Infinitive

Example

John decided that,Bill
would have to leave
early.

.John decided Bill to
leave early.

John decided that he
would go to Chicago

John decided to go
to Chicago

Mayi.hopes that John
will buy a new car.

*Mary hopes John to buy
a hew care

8111 hopes that he will play
baseball.

Bill hopes 6
play baseball.

/Indkates ungrammatical sentence.

i)
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Table 16 provides the percentages of wrong responses for the NP and

END environments of each of these verbs:

TABLE 16

INFIN/THAT-COMPLEMENT VERBS: DECIDE AND HOPE
PERCENTAGES'OF WRONG RESPONSES

ENVIRONMENT
END

(Both Clausal 4nd Infinitival
Vekb Complements Allowed)

NP
(Only Clausal Comple-

ments Allowed)

Decide 0.0 20.9

Rope 3.5 23.3

'As evident from Table 16, the NP environment (ie., the environment

which allows only clausal complements) accounted for the errors within

these two verbs. Moreover, these verbs had higher percentages of error

than verbs without this restriction, as shown in Table 17.

TABLE 17

INFIN/THAT-COMPLEMENT VERBS, NP ENVIRONMENT
PERCENTAGES OF WRONG RESPONSES

No Reatniction in MP Enuitionment Reatniction in NP EntufLonment

Expect 2.3

Promise 0.0

Decide 20.9

Hope 23.3

Both expect and pnomiae allow the use of infinitive and clausal comple-

ments in both environments, while decide and hope have the restriction.

If the errors with the restricted verbs were the result of not having

learned this restriction then the errors made should be composed mainly

of infinitiv"al complements. In other words, students would not have

learned a categorical rule for the NP environment (ie., a rule which

states that only one type of complement is permissible) buf instead

would be using a variable rule which allows both variants, which in

this case would be both the infinitival and clausal complements.

Figure 14 shows the stages that a language learner might go thrbugh

in learning this NP-environment restriction for verbs like decide

and hope. Stage 1 represents not being aware of the restriction in

the NP-environment while Stage 2 represents having learned this

restriction.
bi73

OW:able Rule

ComplementInfinitival /

Clausal
V
Infinitival/
Clausal

STAGE 1

STAGE 2

INP
END]

Wiabte Rae
\HP

Complement-lInfinitiVali /V END

. Clausal . Infinitival/

ti
Clausal: all Verbs

except decide and hope

Categohical Rate

Complement Intim ti yal /V
Infinitival/
Clausal: decid

Fig. 14. Hypothesized Stages
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Table 18 presents a breakdown of the complements used with decide

and hope to see if the use of the infinitive in the'NO!!pronment was

thresponsible for e errors.

TABLE 18

INFIN/THAT-COMPLEMENT VERBS: DECIDE AND HOPE
COMPLEMENT ERROR BREAKDOWN FOR NP-ENVIRONMENT

PERCENTAGES OF WRONG RESPONSES

Complement Choice
Venb Ingnitivat Genundive

Decide

Hope

11.6 9.3

23.2 0.0

Al can be seent for hope the errors were exclusively infinitiv 1, in,

dicating that selection of a complement fOr NP environments islia var-

iable one, with the option of selecting either an infinitival liar clausal

complement. This did not seem to be the case for decide, wher almost

half of the wrong responses were composed of gerundive comple

explanation is that for hope a variable rule is at work whil

decide it is simply a case of not knowing which complement t

although all of the errors do occurvith the NP environment.;

nts. One

for

use,
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In conclusion, it does seem as though environment influences
not

only the selection of a correct complement,but also the selection of

an incorrect complement. There was an overgeneralization of the infin-

itive found. In addition, the restriction on complement selection by

certain verbs, such as decide and hope, tends to be learned Tate but

the question of whether it is because the language learner is using

a variable rule instead of a categorical rule warrants furhter inves-

tigation.

As with the subcategorization categories, an analysis was made

to determine what effect the particular verbs had on the responses

for the syntactic4categories. In other words, given a specific syn-

tactic category, do subjects apply a rule frequently with one verb

but not with another?

For To-Deletion, an ,examination of Table 19 shows that the verb

with the highest percentage of incorrect responses was hhoutd have

(eg., Item V.13: John should have Mary bake some bread).

TABLE 19

TO-DELETION PERCENTAGES OF RESPONSES

41'

VeAb

Type o ReaponAe

Co/meet Ineoviect
Reaponhe Reeponhe

No/OtheA
Reaponhe

let 98.8 1.2 0.0

hear 76.7 0.0 23.3

see 88.4 3.5 8.1

make 94.2 5:8 0.0

should have 39.5 60.5 0.0

For the use of the possessive with NP gerundive complements, shown

in Table 20, no one particular verb was rei0onsible for the percentage

of incorrect responses for that category:,,although both think about,

and Songet about had a fair number of incorrect responses given. TO

be delighted at had the highest percentage of correct responses. One

explanation for this might lie in the fact that the NP to be_mt in the

possessive form was a pronoun whereas in the other instance Oroper

noun was used (eg., "I was delighted at hie colt." vs. "I resented

Bitt'a winning the prize.")

9u

VeAb

resent

enjoy

preAnt

to be delighted at

think about

forget about

to be good

regret

TABLE 20
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POSSESSIVE PERCENTAGES OF RESPONSES

Type o6 Rthponhe

Comet Ineoluteet
Reaponhe Reaponhe

No/Othek
Reaponhe

20.9 18.6 60.5

72.1 20.9 7.0

4.7 0.0 95.3

88.4 7.0 4.6

51.2 39.5 9.3

60.5 30.2 9.3

48.8 4.7 46.5

76.7 14.0 9.3

With regard to tense sequencing, the verbs which caused the greatest

difficulty were Auggat, 4ecoMmend, and inAiAt. Of the verbs used in

the test, these were the ones that required the use of the subjunctive.

From the examination of th%.six syntactic categories and their

different'environments, it does appear that certain environments caused

more difficulty than others. For Tenhe Sequeneing, the verbs which

required the subjunctive were more difficult while for the Po44e44ive

difficulty was dependent upon or not the possessive was added to a noun

or a pronoun. For To-Detetion, "should have" proved to be the most dif-

ficult environment. A possible explanation for this might be the fre-

quency that "should have" appears in texts. It does not seem to be as

cocoon as the other verbs used.

4.1.2 Longitudinal Data

This section investigates the development over time in the acqui-

sition of English sentential complementation by twenty-one of the forty-

three adult Finnish speakers. First, an investigation into the correct

use of the subcategorization and syntactic categories across time is

made; then the improvement over time for the individual verbs is examined.

Finally, the degree of variability for individual subjects is determined.

4.1.2.1 Analysis of Variance

An analysis of variance was done in order to see if there were any
subcategorization

or syntactic categories which students iiroved on

91
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TABLE 21

TENSE SEQUENCING PERCENTAGES OF RESPONSES

TOpe og ReAponde

Connect Inewaect No/Othea
Veal Reapionde Reaponde Reaponde

expect 9.0

promise 30.0

plan 7.0

decide 51.0

hope 18.0

think 68.0

notice , 24.0

resent 28.0

admit 28.0

deny 5.0

demand 30.0

suggest 21.0

recommend 42.0

insist 65.0

11.0

1.0

0.0

1.0

5.0

8.0

1.0

5.0

1.0

3.0

0.0

56.0

58.0

35.0

73.0

69.0

93.0

48.0

77.0

24.0

75.0

67.0

71.0

92.0

70.0

23.0

0.0

0.0

significantly over the test period. The mean scores for each of the

subcategorization and syntactic categories on all three tests for the

twenty-one subjects are found in Figures 15 and 16. As can be seen,

most of the means for the subcategorization categories were high on

the first testing and remained so through.the second and third testings.

Exceptions are Poaa-ing/That and Gehund/That structures, which had

relatively lower scores than the other subcategorization categories.

Of these two categories, only Genund/That showed much improvement over

time; such improvement was significent at the .07 level. Means for the

syntactic categories were lower than for the subcategorization cate-

gories, with no categories undergoing significant improvement over

time.

Besides grouping the verbs into their appropriate classes, an

analysis of variance for the three testings was computed for the in-

dividual verbs in order to determine if certain verbs changed signif-

icantly over time. The data indicating improvement over tine for each

verb are given in Figure 17. Four verbs changed significantly over

time. Demand dropped significantly (p :05) on the secondttesting
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while expect dropped on the third testing (p4;.05). Eimiah improved

over all three testings (p4C.05) while deny showed the greatest im-

provement between the first and second testing (p<Z.01).

Thus, for both the subcategorization and syntactic categories

and for most of the individual verbs there was little change over time.

This Was probably due to the fact that most of these categories had

already been learned, as evident in the high percentage of correct

items on all three testings.

4.1.2.2 Correlations Among Categories For Each Testing

Besides an analysis of variance, a correlation of coefficients

was done on the nineteen subcategorization and syntactic categories

to determine if fluctuation in the scores for certain categonies

corresponded with the fluctuation in scioes of other categories. Thus,

the analysis is looking for instances in which students who drop down

or raise on one testing for two categories also drop doWn or raise on

these categories during another testing. If such a correlation existed,

that would be evidence that certain verbs are being acquired together.

The correlation coefficients were done for aIl the test'categories

for each test time. If correlations exist between two categories on

all three tests, this indicates, that the two categories are related.

On the-first testing (see Table 22) we find a significant corre'-'

lation between That and Geicund/That;yoaa-ing and fteprPoaa-ing; lnn-
NP/That with Geitund/That; and Ingn-END/That with Gekund/That and Fox-

To; and.In6in-NP with Poaae.saive, IntliA-NP/That and Raiding: On the ,

second testing (see Table 23), the correlations change.".'Here, That correlates

significantly with In6in-NP/That, Geitund/Tha.t, and Tenae Sequencing;

Poaa-ing with Gekund, ftep+GeAund, Fon.-To and negatively with Raiding;

Gmund with Paels4Geaund and To-Detetion; Paels4Gmund with To -Detction

and Fon.-To; Poaa-ing/That with To-Detetionvand Tenae'Sequeneing with

Raiding. On the third test (see Table 24) there are correlations be-

tween That and Ingn-Np/That, Tende Sequencing: Podd-ing and Gel:and

with Ingn-NP and Poaae.seive; Picep*Poaa-ing and fo Be -Detelion: Intkin-

NP/That and negatively with Tenae Sequencing; Pode-ing/That with To-

Detetion; Geaund/That with Folt-To and Tenae Sequencing; To-Detetion.

with Pameaaive; and finally, To Be-Detetion with Foft-To.

In comparing the three testings, it can be seen that the corre-

lations changed over time. No two categories correlated on all three

tests. Only the correlation between That and Genund/That remained the

-
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same from testing one to testing two. lqin-NP/That correlated with

Getund/That in testings one and three but not two. Between the second

and third testings, we find that four of the significant correlations

remained the same from testing two to testing three: Poaa-ing with

Genund, That with Ingn-NP/That and Ten4e. Sequencing, Poaa-ing/That

.0 with To-Detetion. The first testing had six significant correlations;

0 the second and third testings each had thirteen. But there were no

correlations which appeared on all three testings. Thus, it does not
=

aripeir to be the case that the verbs are being acquired in groups.-0

>
-0

4.1.2.3 Correlation of Rankings for the Three Testings

0 Based on the group mean scores for the twenty-one spbjects, rank-
ri

ings for each test timejor both the subcategorization and syntactic

categories were made to compare how these rankings (determined cross-0

0 sectionally at each point in time) changed over time. In the Rosansky
ri oC

study it was found that the rankings changed from test time to test

(t)
time. The correlation of the rankings was done to see how the rankings

0 for the categories on all three testings compared. The rank orderings
46

are given in Table 25 for the subcategorization categories and Table0

26 for the syntactic categories. The Spearman rank correlation coef-

ficients are giVen in Table 27 for the subcategorization categories

0 and in Table 28 for the syntactic categories.

O-
0 As can be seen from Tables 27 and 28, the rankings for both the

ri subcategorization and syntactic categories for all three testings

correlated significantly. Thus, the rankings did not change signif-
G')00000000000

0 CO CO ID N icantly over time. Thus, although there were changes in the rankings
ri 1

+J from test time to test time, these changes were not significant statis-
m
0 tically. For the subcategorization categories the greatest change in

the rankings occurred on the third testing. One change involved the

Gvuoid category. After having been ranked tenth and ninth respectively

on the first and second testings, it moved up to 4.5 on the third
\it

testing. The operjchange occurred with Win-END and 1n6in-END/That.

On the first two testings, these two categories were among the easiest

but on the third testing both categories dropped down to 7.5. For the

syntactic categories, there were no dramatic changes in the rankings.

The rankings remained virtually the same.

A second analysis was done to see if the ranking based upon the

group mean scores would correlate significantly with a ranking based

upon the actual order of difficulty across time for individual subjects.
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TABLE 25

CROSS-SECTIONALLY DERIVED RANKINGS FOR THREE TESTINGS
SUBCATEGORIZATION CATEGORIES

CategoAie4 Teat Time I Teat Timel Teat Time

Infin-END/Gerund 2 2.5 2

Infin-NP/Gerund 2 2.5 2

Infin-END . 2 '----.06 75

Infin-END/That 4.5 2.5 7.5

Prep+Poss-ing 4.5 5.5 4.5

Prep+Gerund 6.5 5.5, 2

Infin-NP 6.5 8 9

Poss-ing 8 7 6

That 9 6 10 .

Gerund 10 9 45
Infin-NP/That 11 10 11

Poss-ing/That 12 11 . 12

Gerund/That 13 '12 13

TABLE 26

CROSS-SECTIONALLY DERIVED RANKINGS FOR THREE TESTINGS
SYNTACTIC CATEGORIES

Categoiliea Teat Time 1 Teat Time 2 Teat Time 3

To Be -Cletion 1.5 1.5 1

To-Deletion 1.5 1.5 2.5

Possessive 3 3 2.5

For-To 4.5 4 4

Tense Sequqncing 4.5 5 5

Raising 6 6 6

TABLE .27

SPEARMAN RANK COEFFICIENTS: RANK ORDERINGS
FOR SYNTACTIC CATEGORIES

Teat Time I Teat Time 2 Teat Time 3

Test Time 1 1.00

Test Time 2 .94* 1.00

Test Tipe 3 72* .71* 1.00
)K134.01
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TABLE 28

SPEARMAN RANK COEFFICIENTS: RANK ORDERINGS
FOR SYNTACTIC CATEGORIES

Teat Time 1 Teat Time 2 Teat Time 3

Test Time 1 1.00 .

Test Time 2 .99x 1.00

Test Time 3 .94* .96% 1.00

3: p co- .01

Whereas the ranking based upon group mean scores is determined by the

percentage of correct responses, a ranking based on the order of dif-

ficulty across time is determined by the number of subjects who re-

ceived high scores for categories on-all three testings, on the second

and third testing, and on the third testing only. Such a ranking is

thus based upon an implicational ordering. If a subject received a

score of 88 or above for a category, he was credited with having

TABLE 29

NUMBER OF,SUBJECTS WHO RECEIVED SCORES OF 88
OR ABOVE'ON TESTS ONE, TWO, THREE; ON TESTS

TWO AND THREE; AND ON TEST THREE ONLY

Syntactic
Categories

To-Deletion

For-To

To Be-Deletion

Possessive

Tense Sequencing

Raising

,3

Teat Timea
1, 2, 3

12

7

13

3

5

1

TABLE 30

Teat Tama
2, 3 ,

12

9

15

7

1

1

Teat Time
3

15

12

17

13

5

mastered that category. Table 29 presents the number of subjects who WEIGHTED SCORES, THEIR SUM, AND THE
RESULTANT RANKING

received scores of 88 or above for each of the six syntactic catego-

ries on the three testings. In order to determine a ranking, the numbers

of subjects for each category are weighted according to their occur-

rence. Thus, the numbers for each category under "Test Times 1, 2, 3"

are multiplied by three since a score of 88 or above was received on

all three testings by the subjects. The numbers for each category under

"Test Times 2, 3" are multiplied by two since two testings were involved.

The weighted scores are then summed for each category. A ranking is

then based upon the resultant sum for each category. (See Table 30.)

This ranking was then compared with the ranking based upon the group

mean scores for the twenty-one subjects. The Spearman rank coefficient

was .83, which is significant at the .05 level. Thus, the ranking based

upon the percentages of correct responses correlated significantly with are presented graphically in Figure 19. For both sets of categories,

the ranking based upon an implicational ordering, a comparison of the individual subjects reveals that there is a great

deal of variability for each individual subject with regard to the

4.1.2.4 Group Versus Individual Rankings of Difficulty difficulty of various categories over time.

Teat Timea Teat Timea Teat Time Rank-1,2 3 2, 2 3 Sum ing

Syntactic
Categories

To-Deletion 36 24 15 75 2

For-To 21 18 12 51 3

To Be-Deletion 39 30 17 86 1

Possessive 9 . 14 13 36 4

Tense Sequencing 15 2 5 22 5

Raising 3 2 3 8 6

An examination of the individual scores for each category reveals

that orderings derived for the group are not necessarily representative

of every individual subject. Scores for the individual subjects on the

subcategorization categories are presented graphically in Figure 18.

Scores for these same individual subjects on the syntactic categories
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Fig. 18. Percentages of Correct Responses over Time for

Individual Subjects, Subcategorization Categories (Fig. 18 com,t4.1

on pp. 111116).
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From the graphs for the individual subjects it is apparent that

there is a great deal of variation from one subject to another. Even

for each individual there is a great deal of variation in the ranking

order from one test time to the next.
1

It is not the case that the

rankings are maintained over all three testings, as in the Dickerson

(1975) study, and that the learning process could be thought of as

a continuum.

4.1.2.5 Correlation of Individual Rankings of Difficulty Across Time

In order to determine the amount of variation from one test time

to the next for each subject, an analysis was done to see if the rank-

ings for each testing correlate significantly. Table 31 presents the

Spearman rank coefficients for each of the twenty-one subjects. Six

out of the twenty-one subjecti had significant correlations for all

three testings. Three subjects had significant correlations between

testings one and two and two subjects had significant cOrre1ations

between testings two and three. For ten of the subjects, there were

no significant correlations for any of the three testingg. Thus, for

half of the subjects the rankings for each testing did not correlate

significantly with each other. For only about a third of the subjects

did the rankings for all three testings correlate significantly. As

found in 4.1.2.4, there seems to be variation in individual rankings

across time.

1

A cautionary comment is in order when examining the
individual graphs. It would appear that for certain cate-
gories there are dramatic leaps from one testing to the
next for an individual. In some cases, however, these dra-
matic leaps are due more to the limited number of items for
a certain category than to a drastic change in an individual's
interlanguage. If there are two items in a category and an
individual gets both correct on the first testing but misses
one on the second testing, the percentage on the first testing
(ie., 100 %) drops drastically on the second testing (ie.,
50 %). This flaw in the test, however, does not invalidate
the point being made: there is a great deal of variation for
a subject from one testing to the next. Even for categories
"in which there were numerous items, there is variktion be-
tween testings.
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TABLE 31

SPEARMAN RANK COEFFICIENTS: RANK ORDERINGS ON
ALL THREE TESTINGS FOR EACH SUBJECT

Subjects

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

Test
Times

.91*
496**

.94*

94*

I/III

.23

.91*

.91*

.96**

.30

-.09
.91*

.44

1.00**
.87*
.90*
.76

.30

.86 A

08 .19 .0

09 99** .76 .67

10 .17 .39 .76

11 .99** .77 .76

12 .04 .79 .43

13 .84 .37 .13

14 .49 .90* .39

15 .51 .39 .27

16 .26 .16 .21

17 .66 .33
18 .94* .94* 1.003c*

19 .94* -.04 .13

20 .03 .84* .30

21 1.00** .844c .84 lc

* p 4.05 lc*p 4.01

4.1.2.6 Consistency

- The concept of internal consistency in the use of forms at a

,single point in time and over time by a language learner has become.

crucial in second language acquisition research. Such consistency

indicates that the language learning process is not haphazard but

follows certain constraints. This section focuses on the patterns

found in the subjects' responses at one point in time and over time

in order to determine the degree of consistency present.
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One of the first articles to discuss the notion of'consistency

in second language acquisition was by Tarone et al. (1976): In this

article, the problem of accounting for inconsistency both at one point

in time and over time was discussed and a procedure for analyzing such

inansistency based upon Labov (1970) was presented. Their procedure

involved categorizing possible response types. In categorizing re-

sponses for one point in time, a response that was used more than

ninety percent or less than ten percent of the time in an obligatory

context was classified as systematic while a variant that occurred

between ten and ninety percent of the time in an obligatory context

was categorized as variable. Across time, if the responses on the two

testings were both systematic or both variable, they were categorized

as stable. If on one testing the responses were systematic but on Wei

other they were variable, the responses were termed as instable.

Instable patterns indicated either improvement or backsliding.
,

The classification of responses as either systematic or variable

and as either stable or instable helps to show which linguistic items

in a language lea

&ner's

system are permeable and which are-not. The

ltproblem with the Ta emi etal. (1976).procedure is that there is no

attempt to find out if the individUal variability is systematic.

Tarone et al.s use of the term variability for the opposite of sys-

tematic is actually unfortunate. Sociolinguists such as Labov (1969,

1970) have shown that much variation is systematic and not random when

the environment is taken into consideration. Tarone et al. make no,

attempt to determine whether the inconsistency found in the data is

random or environment-sensitive. The work by Dickerson (1975) on the

acquisition of second language phonology has shown that phonological

.var4ants are environment-sensitive. Syntactic variants are also en-

vironment-sensitive, as seen in Section 4.1.1.3, where complement

choice and complement errors were influenced by whether the environment

was NP or END.

In this section an analysis adapted from Tarone et al.'s proauhre

is first presented. As started above, such an analysis is useful because

it shows the number of people for whom the items are stable or instable.

Because this type of analysis does not take into account the influence

oUthe environment on the consisence of, items, an examination of the

responses of individual subjeop .ci14resented to determine whether

responses were systematic at ehch test time. Table 32 presents the

eleven logically possiGle respone patteins. The five items invest1-
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gated were Intin-HP/That, Pouti,iug/That, Gertund/That, Pouteuive, and

Terme Sequen4ng. These five.items were among the most difficult for

the subjects and hod numerous examples included in the test. Response

patterns I, II, and III are examples Of stability because there is no

change over time. Response patterns IV through VII are examples of

improvement since the percentages increase more than ten percent be-

, tween the second and third testings. Patterns VIII through XI are

examples of backsliding since there is a decrease of mote than ten

percent between the second,and titird testings.

Table 34 presents thq number of subjects exhibiting eaCh of the

eleven patterns for .the three selected subcategorization categories.

Although not all response patternS are'exhibited for eactecategory,

no one response pattern was, exhibited py a majority of the subjectS

for a category. Progress over time for each category varied from in-

dividual to individual.

ReApon4e
Pattuut

II
III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

XI

TABLE 32

LOGICALLY POSSIBLE RESPONSE PATTERNS OVER TIME

Degnition

Perfect score on all three tests

Zero score on all three tests

No change over time for scores above 0.% and
less than 100 % (difference4c10 %)

Gradual improvement over all three testings

Consistency between first and second testings,
with improvement on third testing

Improvement between first and second testings,
with leveling between second and third testings

Drop between first and second testings, with
improvement between second and third testings

Gradual decrease over all three testings

Consistency between first and second testings,
with decrease on third testing

Drop between first and second testings, with
leveling between second and third testings

Improvement between first and second testings,
with drop between second and third testings

The eleven response patterns given in Table 32 can be categorized

as presented in Table 33.
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Response
Patterns

TABLE 33

RESPONSE PATTERN CATEGORIZATION

Stability

II
III

Inatability
Imptovement BaabAtiding

TABLE 34

IV

VI

VII

NUMBER OF SUBJECTS REPRESENTING DIFFERENT RESPONSE PATTERNS
FOR THREE SUBCATEGORIZATION CATEGORIES

5tabitity Inatab.W.ty
Impuvement 8ack44iding

Reaponae
Pattenna I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI

Categories:

Infin-NP/
That 2 2 0 3 1 3 1 1 5 2 1

Total: 4 Total: 8 Total: 9

Poss-ing/ '

That 7 2 0 0 0 4 3

Total: 9 Total: 7

Gerund/That 1 3 0 1 2 3 6

0 3 2 0

Total: 5

0 0 0 5

For the.three subcategorizatiOn categories, there were seventeen in-

stances of stability, twenty-seven cases of improvement, and nineteen

cases of backsliding. Although the response patterns indicating im-

provement had the highest number, stability and backsliding are clearly

present. For 1n6in-NP/That and Poaa-ing/That, no one single response

pattern was prevalent; for Genund/That the response patterns indicating

improvement, especially VII, were highest in number.

In analyzing the individual responses over time for the syntactic

categories, individual differences were again found. The two syntactic

categories examined were PiweAaive and Teme Sequencing. The number

of subjects exhibiting each of the various response patterns are in

Table 35.
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TABLE 35

NUMBER OF SUBJECTS REPRESENTING DIFFERENT RESPONSE
PATTERNS FOR TWO SYNTACTIC CATEGORIES

Reaponae
Pattenn6

Categories:

Possessive

Staby
II III

InataLkaity
Imphouement Suelaticting

IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI

3 0 0 4 4 2 2 0 4. 1 1

Total: 3 Total: 12 Total: 6

Tense
Sequencing 0 3 0 1 2 2 3 5 1 1 3

Total: 3 Total: 8 Total: 10

For POaamaaive, there were only three'instances of stability but

twelve instances of improvement and six instances of backsliding.

Tenae Sequencing had three instances of stability'aiso, eight instances

of improvement And ten instances of backsliding. The responses for

possessive showed that there was more improvement over time:than there

was for tense sequencing, which had almost an equal number of improve-

ment and backsliding responses.

From Tables 34 and 35, it is evident that there is a great deal

Of instability among the subjects for the categories examined. More-

over, there is a great deal of diversity with regard to the patterns

exhibited by the students.'In other words, no one response pattern

had the majority of students exhibiting it on all the categories

examined.

Although not much stability was evident in the subjects' responses,

investigation did seem to ihdicate a certain amount of systematicity

for certain verbs by some of the subjects. The investigation involved

examining cases in'which, when onlY one.complemeht'is torreCt,'Ihere-

is exclusive use of one incorrect complement. In other words, the

subject uses only one complement type and does flot use during the same

test time an incorrect complement fortone item and a correct one on

the next. Evidence of such consistent incorrect subcategorization would

confirm the notion of systematicity in interlanguage.

Two subjects exhibit evidence of systematicity with their prefe-

rence for certain compleMent typei with ifiniah. On the first and second

testings, both subjects consistentiy used infinitival complements with

iin4611, which allows only the gerundive complement. The clausal comple-

11't
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Subject 15

Item Number'.

TABLE 36

COMPLEMENT RESPONSES FOR FINISH FOR THE
THREE TESTINGS BY TWO SUBJECTS

Type o6 Complement

TeAting I Teating 2 Teating

1.9 No Response *Infinitival Gerundive

IV.9 *Infinitival *Infinitival Gerundive

VI.15 *Infinitival *Infinitival Gerundive

Subject IS

Item Numbea

Type 06 Complement

Tating 1 Teating 2 Teating 3

1.9 *Infinitival *Infinitival Gerundive

11/.7 *Infinitival\ 4Infinitiol. Gerundive

1.11.15 *Infinitival No ResPonse Gerundive

*Incorrect Response

ment, an alternative incorrect response, was not used by either of the

subjects with any of the 6iniah test items. (See Table 36.) Both SLOtct

15 and 18 used the incorrect infinitival complement with 64.ni4h for

all items on testings one and two. On testing three both subjects used

the correct gerundive complement. One explanation is that this exclusive

use of the infinitival complement on testings one and two was not ac-

cidental but due to the subjects' having subcategorized the verb &WA

as taking an incorrect infinitival complement instead of a correct

gerundive complement. With other subjects who did not select the correct

response, both infinitival and gerundive complements were used.,

For Subjects 09, 16, and 21 (see Table 37) there were.instances

where at one test time both the correct and incorrect complement type

was used. For Subjects 09 and 16, the incorrect and correct forms were

both used at test time one; on test time two and three only the correct

form was used. For Subject 21, the incorrect form was used exclusively

on testings one and two; on testing three both the correct and incorrect

forms were used.

With Subject 17 and the verb enjoy (see Table 38), it would seem

that this consistency is perhaps environment-sensitive. Enjoy allows

11E3

Subject 09

Item Numbea

1.9

IV.7

VI.15

Subject 16

Item Numbea

1.9

IV.7

VI.15

Subject 21

' Item Numbea

1.9

IV.7

VI.15

TABLE 37

COMPLEMENT RESPONSES FOR FINISH FOR THE
THREE IISTINGS BY THREE SUBJECTS

Type 06 Comptement

Temg 1 ?eating 2 Teating 3

Gerundive Gerundive Gerundive

Gerundive Gerundive

*Infinitival Gerundive Gerundive

Teating 1

*Infinitival

Gerundive

*Infinitival

Teating 1

Other
Response '

*Infinitival

*IncorreCt Response

Type

0

06 Complement -

?eating 2

Gerundive

Gerundive

Gerundive

Type 06 Complement

Tating 2

Other
Response

*Infinitival

Teating 3

Gertindive

Gerundive

Gerundive

Teati.ng 3

KInfinitival

Gerundive
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only the gerundive complement. On the first and third testings, the

cofrect gerundive complement was used; on the second testing the

gerundive complement was used with the NP-environment items but the

incorrect infinitival complement was used with the END-environment

items. Although an infinitive is in the stimulus sentence for item

1.8 in item V.19 there is no infinitive stimulus. Thus, the use of

the infinitive with items 1.8 and V.19 does not appear to be simply

due to interference. Thus, for the NP-environment items (ie., 11.13

and 111.3) there is evidence of stability and systematicity; in other

words, both across time and at one time the correct gerundive comple-

ment was used exclusively. For ENO-environment items (ie., 1.8 and

V.19), however, there is no stability since the gerundive was not

113

7
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Envi4onment

ENO

NP

TABLE 38

COMPLEMENT RESPONSES FOR ENJOY FOR THE
THREE TESTINGS BY SUBJECT 17

Type 06 Comptement
Item Numben. Te4ting I Teating 2 Teating 3

1.8 Gerundive *Infinitival Gerundive

V.19 Gerundive *Infinitival Gerundive

41.13 Gerundive

111.3

*Incorrect Response

Gerundive Gerundive

Gerundive Gerundive Gerundiye

used on all three testings for these items but there does seem to be

systematicity since when the incorrect complement item was used, it

was used exclusively at that test time.

There is, however, an,example which tends to indicate that inter-

ference can play a role. Table 39 gives Subject 11's responses on the

three testings for admit, a verb which allows both the clausal and

gerundive complements. Item 1.7 was a translation task with the stimulus

sentence containing an infinitive. On the first testing, Subject 11

consistently used the correct clausal complement with admit while on

the second testing, the incorrect infinitival complement was used with

all three items. On testing three the correct gerundive complement was

used on the two non-translation items while with the translation item

the incorrect infinitival complement was still used.

The data presented in Tables 36-39 tend to indicate that there is

some degree of systematicity on the part of the subjects in selecting

complements. With Subjects 09, 15, 18, and 21 consistent use of the

incorrect form occurred before the consistent use of the correct form;

for Subject 17 there was consistent use of the correct form, then

backsliding where both the correct and incorrect forms were used, and

then consistent use of the correct form. With admit, which allows two

types of complements, Subject 11 exclusively used one correct comple-

ment on the first testing, then used only the incorrect'form on the

second testing, and on the third testing used both the correct and

incorrect forms. More research needs to be undertaken in order to see

how frequently these patterns (ie., exclusive use of incorrect form--

variable use of incorrect and,(:orrect form--exclusive use of correct

.2ti

Type
Stimatu4

Translation

Non-translation

Non-translation
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TABLE 39

COMPLEMENT RESPONSES FOR ADMIT FOR THE
THREE TkSTINGS BY,SUBJECT )1

Item 164pe o6 Comptement
Woken Toting 1 Teating 2, Teating 3

1.7 Clausal -.*Infinitival *Infinitival

IV.10 Clausal *Infinitival, Gerundive

VI.14 Clausal *Infinitival GerundiVe

4:Incorrect Response

form) appear with language learners.* also needs to be determined

if a subject accepts an incorrect form as.correct ailthOoyh he exclu-

sively uses the correct form and vice versa--will the studentEagcept.

as correct an incorrect form although ha exlusivelyuses.the correct,

form. It is interesting to note,that when there is the choice of two

incorrececomplements, the infinitive complement is preferred. This

corresponds to the overgeneralization of the infinitive diStussed

previously.

44 Comprehension

In this section the results of the comprehension section of the

test are examined. It should be borne in mind that this was a very

small part of the complementation test aqd that there was only one

item fortach category. There were four pairs of.items.(see Table

40 below).

The distinction between way and eager& was described in 33.4.

Eaay/kagen sentences have identical surface stru'ctures but are said

to be generated by040kfer1ng deep structures. With eagen, the surface

structure subject is the deep structure subject; in other.words, John

is the doer of the pleasing. With eaay, however, the surface structure

subject Many is not the agent but the receiver of the actiOn.of pleasing,

Although Mary appears in the surface,as the subject, it is actually

the object and in the deep structure is designated as such.

PkOmibe and oak were also discussed jn 3.3.2 since they also

involve this distinctionrbetween surface structure and deep structnte.

In sentences with aak, the surface structure subject is not the agent

of thecomplement verb. For example, in a sentencerlike "Mary,asked,

Bill to leave". Bitt is the one who is to leave. With pnomiae, however,

121
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-TABLE 40

COMPREHENSION CATEGORY ITEMS

Categoay Item

f441/Ea9eA

John is eager tq Oease.

M4ry is e4sy to please.

Aek/P4oWee'-

Mary asked Bill to leave.

Jane promised Sam to come.

Fo4yet+INFIY/Fq4set+ING

John forgot to tell'Mary about
the accident.

John forgot tellin9 4ane about
the robbery.

Stop+ING/Stop+INFIN

Bill stepped to talk.

Bill stopped smoking.

Item Numbet

.V11,1

VPA

VII.2

VII.5

7 VII.4

VII.8

VII.7

VII.3

the surface structure subjeCt is also the subject of the complement

verb. In a sentence like Marcy polomieed Bitt :to teave, Marcy is the one

Who must leave; Bitt is the recipient of the promise.

With paget and Atop, the type of complement used causes a dif-

ference in meaning. When an infinitive follows Oaget, the action of

the complement verb is not completed because of the forgetting. When

a gerundive follows lionget, however, the action of the complement verb

has been completed and then is forgotten. For sentences with Atop, tlit

infinitive form indicates that the activity of the'complement verb was

terminated in order to do something'else while the use of the gerundive

indicates that the'activity of the complement verb was terminated. It

is hypothesized that lioaget+ING and etop+INFIN will be more difficult

than their counterparts since it is believed that the meaning of the

verb will be interpreted as referring to the complement verb. In other

words, if Atop is used, the eatier interpretation is that the activity

of the complement verb, has been stopped. If Paget is used, it is easier

to assume that the agent has forgotten to undertake the action of the

complement verb.
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4.2.1 Cross-Sectional Data

Table 41 provides the percentages of correct responses for the

four sets of items for forty-two subjects. Aak and 6oaget+INFIN were

the easiest items, followed by eaey. Eggert ranked fourth, followed

by AtowING and etop+INFIN respectively. The most difficult items were

paomiee and doayet+ING..With regard to the difference in difficulty

between twe iteos of a set, there was not much difference between the

scores of eaay and eaget. For aablymomiae, putoride receiyed one of the

loWest scores while aak received one of the highest, indicating that

there was a great difference in ease between these two items. gtop+ING

did not differ qreatly in difficulty frometop+INFIM although thejatter

was the more difficult of the two. For the two forms of 04get, the

INFIN form was one of the eastest while the ING form was,one of the

hardest.

TABLE 41

PERCENTAGE OF CORRECT RESPONSES FOR THE EIGHT
COMPREHENSION ITEMS

Ce/heet Lam

91 Easy

as Eager

98 Ask

52 Promise

74 Stop+ING

60 Stop+INFIN

98 Forget+INFIN

50 Forget+ING

The ordering of difficulty for'these comprehension items, based

on the Bart and Krus theoretic'ordering method, is given in Table 42,

With the results being presented in cIlart from in Figures 20 and 21.

The ordering for the pairs isras expected for aek/poteeaee and liohget+

INFIN/Ifoaget+ING. There was no ranking between Atop+ING and Atop+INFTh

and between goy and eager'.

123
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17t74 1 forget+ING I stop+INFIN

,A, Ir. ..4

11 ___-,c- ,

I easy (ask I I forget+INFIN I

Fig. 20. Acquisition Hierarchy tor Comprehension Items

'stop+ING ProMise forget+ING stop+INFIN'.

easy asK forget+INFIN pager

Fig. 21. Difficulty Tree for Comprehension Items

tr.

The results based;upon the percentages of correct responses (ie.,

Table 41) and upon the Bart and Krus theoretic ordering method (ie.,

Figures 20 and 21) seem to correlate. In both analyses, aak, eaay,

eayert and 04get+1NG were found to be more difficult than atop+ING,

atop+INFIN, pumiae, and 04get+INFIN. These results, however, do not

seem to correspond to the results found by Anderson (1976). In the

Anderson study it was found that eaay constructions (Tough Nlovernt)

were easier than eayen constructions (It-Substitution) and that both

of these constructions were more difficult than"aak constructions.

P4omize and aak sentences were found to be equal in difficulty. In the

present study there was no ordering between eaay and eagen but there

was an ordering between pkomiae and aak. Thus, the two studies yielded

different results. Nor do the results in the present study correspond

to those found by d'Anglejan and Tucker (1975). They found thateaay

structures had the highest proportion of errors, followed by aak and

plomize respectively.

4.2.2 Longitudinal Data

Figure 22 shows the improvement over time for each of the eight

comprehension items. ptomiae, atop+IHrIN, and 104get+liM demonstrated

substantial- UprOveMent between the second and third testings.,The other

categories remained the same over all three testings, except.for eagui
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TABLE 43

CROSS-SECTIONALLY DERIVED RANKING

Categotaiea Teat Time 1 Teat Time 2 Teat Time 3

Eager 4.3 3 5
mw

'.,.
-
E

Easy 3 3 2.5
o
L.a.

Ask 1 1 1

Promise 7.5 . 6.5 ,7

Stop+ING 5 5 4

Stop+INFIN 6 6.5 7

Forget+INFIN °2 3 2.5

Forget+ING 7.5 8 7
..4.4

TABLE 44

SPEARM101 RANK COEFFICIENTS

Teat Time 1 Teat Time 2 Te.at time 3

Test Time l' 1.00

Test Time 2 .921' 1.00 >>
a in

di

Test Time 3 .94:t .90 1.00
aaa

*p4.111

which rose slightly on the second testing but fell on the third testing.

Table 43 presents the rankings of the comprehension items on all

three testings..The rankings do not change significantly over time.

The Spearman Rank Coefficients were significant at the .01 level for

all the tests, as evidenced in Table 44.

Whereas with the production items, the individual percentages of

correctness for the different items were charted for the comprehension

on itenm an implicational scale was used. This was done since there was

only one example of each comprehension item. Figure 23 presents a break-

down of the subjects' responses over time. There are frequent cases of

backsliding between testings. Moreover,,there is"diversity among the

subjects with regard to which categories Can be comprehended correctly

before others and their difficulty over time. For example, whereas
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Subjects 09, 10, and 12 got the items with Atop+INFIN, pUmae, and

paget+ING wrong on the first testing, on the second testing Subject

409 had trouble only with paget+IMO. Subject 10, on the other hand,

had problems with phomihe only; and both pumae and pAget+ING caused

problems for Subject 12. On the third testing all three subjects had

.the categories correct.

In Summary, the results from the comprehension section of the

test showed that oak, 6mget+INFIN, eaay and eagea were easier than

pumiae, 6mget+ING, 4top+1NG, and Atop+1NFIN, There were orderings

between the pairs aab/paomiae and Onget+ING/604get+INFIN but none

between Istop+ING/4towiNFIN and eaay/eagea. The orderings in the present

study did not seem to correlate with those in either the Anderson

(1976) study or the' d'Anglejan and Tucker (1975) study. The difficulty

rankings remained the same on all three testings but three of the four

most difficult items did show an increase in the percentage correct over

time. As with the production data, there seemed to be a great deal ef

individual diversity in which items remained difficult overtime for

the subjects.
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The questions under invettigation in this study were:

()) What is the hierarchy Of difficulty for the acquisition of

English sentential complementation by adult speakers Of

Finnish?

(2) How does the invariant ordering for the adult Finnish speakers

compare with other language groups learning English sentential

complementation?

(3) Do the individual longitudinal orderings correspond with the

the cross-sectional hierarchY of difficulty?

(4) For each subject do the orderings change significantly from

one time to the next?

(5) What is the degree of diversity from one subject to another

with regard to the longitudinal orderings?

(6) Can the acquisition process of complementation be seen as a

continuum over.time7

In this section, the answers to these questions will be discussed based

upon the data obtained in the study.

5.1 What is the Hierarchy of Difficulty for the Acquisition

of English Sentential Complementatioh by Adult Speakers of Finnish?

Using the Bart and Krus theoretical ordering technique, hierarchy

of difficulty was established for the subcategorization and syntactic

categories. 1n6in-END, Ináin-END/Genund, and Indin-NP/Genund were found

to be the easiest subcategorization categories; the hardest subcater

gorization categories were In6in-NP/That and Geund/That. With regard

to the syntactic categories, the easiest categories were To-Vetetion,

To Be-Deation, and Fox-To; Terme Sequencing and Raiaing were the

hardest categories. Moreover., it was found that the envirOnment--NP

or ENVinfluenced the difficulty of the complement selection for sone

verbs, with the NP environment being more difficult. There was an over-

generalization of the infinitive, which was also found.by Anderson

(1976) in her study. Unfortunately, there were too few items to examine

in order to determine whether or not transference was a factor in the

present study. 13u
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5.2 How Does the Invariant Ordering for the Adult Finnish Speakers
Compare with Other Language Groups Learning English Sentential

Complementation?

The present study had six subcategorization categories in common

with Anderson. In comparing the prderings in this study with those Of

Anderson, it was found that there were six instancesof agreement, and

nine instances of an orderihg in the Anderson study but no corresponding

ordering in the present study. There was one instance in which neither

study bad an ordering for twp categories. There were no instances of

an ordering being f910 in:one study and the reverse ordering being

found in the other ltudy. It is significant that there were no iinstances

of reverse orderings in the two studies. This would seem to indicate

that there is some similarity between the two,langaage groups in the

acquisitioo_ef complement structures. If the processes Were different,

there should haVe been reverse orderings.

In trying tp account for the six instances of agreement and the

nine instances of no agreement, possible explanation might be that

the categories involy14iin the no agreements are those categories' in

which one set of verbs was used in the present study and anothen set

was used in the Anderson study since it.was found in the present study

that not all the verbs within a category are of equal difficulty. Below

in Figure 24 are the categories involved in the siX instances of agree-

ment and the nine instances of no agreement. Of the six instances of-

agreement, four involved the 1n6in-END category. With regard to the

no agreement instances, four involved the Po44-4ng category. Figure

23 presents an analysis of the verbs used in both studies for each

category.

Aguement

Infin-END and Gerund

Infin-END and Poss-ing

Infin-END and.Prep+Gerund

Infin-END and Infin-NP

'Infin-NP and That

That and Prep+Gerund

Fig. 24. Category Pairs Involved
and No Agreement Between Present Stud

No Agacement

Infin4ND and That

Poss-ing.and Infin,7NP

Poss-ing and That

Poss-ing and Gerund

Poss.,ing and Prep-I-Gerund

Prep+Gerund and Infin-NP

Prep+Gerund and Gertind-:

Gerund and That

GerUnd and Infin-NP.

in Instances of Agreement
Y'Ond Anderson (1976)
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As can be seen in Figure 25, it is not always the case that for

instances of agreement, the verbs used in the category pairs were the

same in both tests while for the no agreement cases different verbs

were used in both studies. There were cases in which the categories

involved in no agreement instances hAd different verbs in each study.

Four of the no agreement cases involved PO44-ing, which had no yerbs
,

in common between the two tests while three of the no agreement cases
All;;:;"

11::14trinniah
involved Pup-Gekund, which had only one verb in common Out of ten used

oub=rgt::tion

English Spanish

on both tests. Gmund, on the other hand, which was inyolved in four
That IN COMMON, think veneer

English

in both tests. And Iniiin-EMD, which was involved in four cases of agree-
OTEER I

7;:alu:40:41

is o

think
Mtn%)

instances of no agreement and one agreement, contained the same verbs
nal.thm

,y)

ment, contained four more verbs in the Anderson study than- in the present

ments used different sets of verbs, so did one of the categories in-

volved in quite a few instances of agreement. The reasons for the dif-

gories in common. Although some of the cases involved in the-no agree-

study.

tween the two tests stem from the use of different verbs in the cate-

It does hot appear to be the case that the differences found be-

Infin-NP IN COMMON: went

Infin-END IN COMMON,

OTNga, oEfer
(handle)

guerer
:11(i!

triter

want

14111:

.

ferences in the orderings for the studies must lie elsewhere. Another ?TM, order
7::=

auttaa

factor contributing to this difference in the results might be related Gerund IN COMMON, nba::::

1111:1Tm :::::h

(enjoy)
to the type of tests used in each study. Anderson's test consisted of

terninar lopettia

multiple choice and translation items only whereas the present study (finish)(finish)

included five different tasks in addition to the translation task.
OMR: dejar can.t help

OTUER:
;;;;I:

Krashen (1977) contends that the type of elicitation task influences .

Poes-ing IN COMMON,

the results.

In order to account for differences in adult second language

performance, Krashen has introduced the concept of a Monitor Model.

The existence of the Monitor was first suggested by Labov (1970), who Prep+Gerund IN COMMON, Plan on plan on

; noted that under certain conditions (when the speaker is tired, dis-
OMR:

concentrate on
prevent (rom'
think bf

laugh at
btlliglOb:t

,
tracted, angry, etc.) earlier acquired dialects become evident in speech

to be used to 'in
talk about to be interested

production. The maintenance of.prestige forms learned later in life is

done through conscious audio-monitoring. Krashen.suggests that a similar Fig. 25. List of Verbs Used in Six Categorization Categories
in the Present Study and in Anderson (1976)

principle applies to a second language performance. The Monitor Model
.

is illustrated by the diagram below:

learning (the Monitor)

4
acquisition

(a creative construction process,)
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Speech production (ie., "output") is the result of "acquisition". Nrashen

believes,that "acquisition" involves subconscious processes; "learning",

on the other"hand, involves conscious processes. Thus, Krashen makes a

distinction between operating by "rule" (ie., learning) and operating

by "feel" (ie., acquisition). Under certain conditions, the consciously

learned system can monitor and change the shape of the subconsciously

acquired system before it is spoken. The model thus predicts that the

nature of second language performance errors will depend on whether or

not monitoring is in operation. Errors resulting from monitoring will

be more idiosyncratic since they will reflect each learner's conscious

mental representation of linguistic regularities in the target, language.

Krashen cites as evidence the fact that in the experimental data

on.morpheme acquisition only those situations in which monitoring,appears

to be most difficult yield a consistent difficulty order. For example,

Bailey, Madden, and Krashen (1974) found a difficulty order similar ta

that found by Dulay and Burt (1973). Both studies used the Bilinvaal

Syntax Measure, which consists of a set of cartoOns and an accompawing

set of questions. The Bilingual Syntax Measure it designed to elicit

natural speech. The first language of the subjects did not seem to

affect the results; Spanish and non-Spanishspeakers performed almost

identically.

Larsen-Freeman (1975) also used the Bilingual Syntax Measure for

adult ESL learners. The difficulty order that she obtained was sliest

identical to that found in Bailey et al. (1974) and was not signifi-

cantly different from that found in children acquiring English as a

second language. On four other tests that she administered, however,

there was lest agreement among different first language groups and,

the orderings produced by the different tasks were not identical.

These other four tasks did not involve natural communication, as did

the Bilingual Syntax Measure, but focused on artifical problem-solving.

These results could imply that this non-linguistic problem-solving

ability is not necessarily utilized in natural conversation or in the

performance of tasks such es the Bilingual Syntax Measure.

Thus, one reason for thedifferenCes in the orderings found by

Anderson and in the present study may be due to the fact that both

tests involved tasks that were controlled, and, as a retult, there

was monitoring required of the subjects. According to Krashen's Monitor

Model, consistent difficulty order is produced with tests in which the

monitoring is most difficult; such as in natural communication. Since

:3
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both tests required monitoring, the orderings thus differed.

A possible explanation for the fact that the AndersOn study had

more sequential orderings than the present ttudy is the differences

ho the subjects' proficiency levels. The Anderson stddy included sub-

jects of all proficiency levelt--beginning, intermediate, and advanced

--whereas the subjects in the pretent stUdy were all advanced students

of English. It is'possible that many orderings wet,e not evident in the
:

present study because they occur With less-advanced English students.

5.3. Do the IndividUal Longitudinal Orderings Correspond with
the Cross-sectional Hierarchy of.0ifficulty?

The cross-sectional hierarchy of difficulty was determined bY

the Bart and Krus theoretic ordering method. Given the struCture of

this ranking method', the prerequisite reld.tionships determined by the

method will.paralle) the individual:rankings at one test time in the

lengitudinal data. This is becausethe Iheoretic method-orderingInethod

based upon calculating the number of distonfirmatory responses for

each item and comparing the percentage of disconfirmatory respooset

for one iteM with that of anotherfitem. If there are disconfirMatory

responses for one item but not for another, the second item is consid-

ered to be prerequisite to the first item. Thus; in comparing the

cross-sectionally derived ranking based on the Bart and Knit method

with the individual rankings of the first time, the two will correspond

since the theoretic ordering method counts instanceS in which all the

subjects had difficulty with one item but not,another. It is pessible

to find one or 'two students who do not mirror the groUp ranking because

alolerance level of five percent was allowed in Consideration of -

extralinguistic factors, such as fatigUe, misreading of questions, etc.

There is a weakness with the determination of prerequitite re147

tionships using the Bart and Krus theoretit Ordering method. According

to the method, item pairs are in a prerequisite order if there is a

0.0 in the matrix, as in-the example given in Figure 26. In-this example,

That Infin-END

That 27.9

Ipfin-END . 0.0

Fig. 26. Matrix of Oisconfirmatory Responses 1.35
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11:g4n-END is a prerequisite to That because a 0.0 appeared in the

matrix under that for Inn-EUV. The percentage of disconfirmatory'

responses for the ordering That before InignAND is moderately high

(ie., 27.9). The problemthat can arise with iuch a procedure becomes

apparent when both ofthese percentages in the disconfirmatory response

matrix are taken into consideration. When one of the percentages is

0.0 and the other is;high, the percentages are strong indicators of

a prerequisite relations1116 If, however, both percentages are low,

the resUlts become less conclusive.

This problem becomes apparent in the analysis of the comprehension .

itbms on the complementation test. There are eight comprehension items.

withone item for each comprehenSion category. A tolerance level of

five percent is allowed because of extralinguistic factors. One ordering

that proves problematic involves that of liortget +INFiN and ask. The

disconfirmatory responses for the ordering of paget+iNFIN before ask

is betow five percent. The problem is that the disconfirmatori responsei

for the ordering of aak before 6okget+1NF1N is also below five percent.

Thus, the ordering of lioaget+1NT1N before cola is confirmed and so is

the ordering of aak before ioaget+1NF1N.

' A similar problem arises with the categories easy and tionget.INtiv.

The disconfirmatory response percentages are 2.4 for paget+INFIN before

eaay and 9.5 for eaay before 6oaget+INFIN. According to the analysis

procedure, eaay would be considered a prerequisite to 6o4get+1NFIN.

The problem is that the percentage used in collaborating the ordering

of paget+1NFIN before easy--9.5--is very low. Positing easy before

6o4get+1NF1N is thus based on what only a few of the subjects did

(in this case, what three subjectS did). This same problem is evident

in the ordering of ioaget+INF1N and eagett
and in the ordering of ask

'and eagea, Other instances of this occurred with the
production items.

One possible way to rectify this type of problem would be to set

tolerance levels not only for category X over category Y (X>Y) but

also for category Y over category X (X4Y). In other words, while the

X>Y percentage must be below five, the Xdf-Y percentages must
be bove

twenty or thirty.

An alternative method is proposed by Andersen (1978), who presents

a revised version of the Bart and Krus Ordering-Theoretic
Method called

the quantiiative Test for Individual Fit to Group Accuracy Order.

Andersen's mpdel consists of two types of implicational matrices:

quantitative implicational matrix and a variable implicational
matris.

136.
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The quantitative implicational matrix Comprises
two percentages for

each pair of tategories.(X/Y). One
percentage is of subjects for *tom

the score for category X is equal to or larger than the score for :

category Y (ie., %Xie). The other
percentage is ofstudents for whom

the score for category X is larger than the score for category Y (ie., ,

%X>Y). In other words, identical
scores are.omitted from consideratioq.c

when calculating the second percentage.

Based upon the KX>01 scores, a variable impl4eptioRal matrix is

derived. In a variable implicational
Matrix; each of the %X>Y scores

is replaced by one of the following:
1, 0, or X. "1" is used when the

percentage of subjects with the order X>Y is signifIcantlTgPeater
than chance and "0" is used when the percentage is si*ificantly lower
than chance. "X" is used when the perce e is not ignificant (ie.,
when there are roughly equal numbers of subjec th each order).
Significance is determined by the chi-square test.

One way to compare Andersen'n
Quantitative Test for Individual

Fit tO the Group Accuracy Order with the Bart and Krus Ordering-Theoretic
Method is,to apply it to data in the present study. Table 45 presents
the results when the comprehension

data are analyzed according to the
Andersen method.

As stated earlier,
several problems arise when the comprehension

data are analyzed according to the Bait and KruS Ordering-Theoretic
Method, especially with the tfoaget+INFIN/ask categories. The results
in Table 45 reveal that the Andersen method,cannot

establish a pre-
requisite relationship between these two categories this is because
there are not enough XI>Y/XlcY

responses to do a chi-square test. In
doing a chi-square test, the expected frequency must not be less than
five. In order to meet this condition, there must be at leait ten
X>Y/X0 responses. For the p4get+INFIN/aak categoriet, there is
only one X>y response and one XY response, resulting in thelOtal
number of X:>11/X<Y responses being lesS than ten. Thus; according to
the Andersen procedure,'significance

cannot be established. For the
same reason, Andersen's

method also indicates that it is not possible
to establish

an ordering between tfortget+INFIN and eaay.

The lack of a minimum number of X>1/X<Y responses is also the
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o-

reason for the atk/stop+ING prerequisite
relationship in Table 42 not

being confirmed in Table 45. Even,though
there are eight X=*Y responses

and no X,cY responses, the total number of X>Y/X.cY responses is less
than ten. As a result, significance

cannot be determinedby the chi-
tsquare test.4.-
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Changing the tolerance levels in the Bart and Krus method will not

yield results more similar to those of Andersen. In order to establish

the seven additional orderings indicated by Andersen, a tolerance level

of less than tWelve percent must be set for the 1(Y responses since

. the disconfirmatory responses for these seven additional orderings

established by Andersen ranged from 2.4 to 11.9 percent. The discon-

firmetory responses for the X<Y responses ranged from 21.4 to 45.2

percent; therefore, a tolerance level of more than twenty-one percent

is needed for the X<Y responses. By setting up these tolerance le'vels.

the Bart and krusinethod would establish these seven additional or-

,
derings, but it.would also establish an ordering not indicated by

Andersen: ectoy before atop+ING. The percentage of disconfirmatory '

X:--Y responses is 9.5 while the percentage for the disconfirmatOrY

X-cY responses is 21.4. Both percentages fall within the tolerance

leyels. According to the Andersen method, the responses are variable.

The ea4y before 4top+1NG ordering illustrates the main difference

between the two methods. Eady before atop+iNG has a disconfirmatory

X>Y-response percentage of 9.5. Eagert before atop+INFIN also has a

disconfirmatory percentage of 9.5 for the X>l, responses; but this

ordering is significant according to the Andersen method. The difference

is that eageltbstop+1NFiN disconfirmatory percentage for the X/ re-

sponses is 42.9 while for easy/Atop+ING it is 21.4. In the Bart and

Krus method, the number of X>Y and X.:Y responses is compared with

the total number of responses (X = Y/X>Y/X<Y). The Andersen method

compares the number of X -Y and X.<:.Y responses with the number of

X-.Y/X-'Y responses only. Thus, in the eaay/STOP+ING ordering, the four

X,'Y responses do not result in the ordering being significant since

there are only thirteen X>Y/X<Y responses
altogether. With the eagell

are Significant since there
atop+INFIN'ordering, the four X-'1, responses

are twenty-two X>Y/X<Y responses: eighteen out of twenty-two responses

are X :-Y.

Thus, the Andersen method

prerequisite relationships but

number. of X>Y/X<ZY responses.

has the advantage of establishing more

does so only when there is a sufficient

In order to place a similar constraint

on the Bart and Krus output, a more conditional tolerance level must

be set. Such a condition might be: if the
percentage for the discon-

firmatory X>Y responses is less tban ten, then the percentage
for the

disconfirmatory X..:Y responses must be more than twenty-eight.
As in

the Andersen method, the proposed condition would ensure that there are
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a minimum number of X7>Y/X<Y responses.

In sum, a comparison of the Bart and Krus Ordering-Theoretic

Method with the Andersen Qcantitatilie Test for Individual Fit to Group
Accuracy Order reveals that the methods differ in two ways. The Bart
and Krus method establishes prerequisite relationships on the basis
of a limited number of responses;. the Andersen.method

does not. More-
over, the Bart and Krus Method allows fewer disconfirmatory

responses
than the Andersen method. The Andersen

method permits a larger number

of disconfirmatory responses only when there are a Certain number of.

X>Y/X<Y responses. The Bart and Krus method is thus more restrictive
in the number of disconfirmatory

responses allowed but is less testric-
tive in the minimum number of X>Y/X.CY re onses required. If tolerance
levels are set for the X.c:Y disconfirmatory

responses (in order to
ensure a minimum number of X>Y/X<Y respon

s), the Bart and Krus
method proves.to be a more rigorous procedur than that proposed by
Andersen.

f.1

5.4 For each Subject Do the Orderings,Change Ignifidantly
from One Time to the Next?

An analysit of the longitudinal data he that the rankings
for the individual subjects changed from one time to another.
There wa.s also a. great' cie.al of backsliding e in the data. These
results correspond with thoSe found by Rosans 976) and Labov and
Labov (1976). kosansky found fluctuatien in t nking,of categories
over time in her data on second language

acquiSition of morphemes and
Labov and Labov found this

fluctuation evident in their data on the
first language acquisition Of Wif-questions.

The findings here And in the other two, studies indicate that
language systems are in a state of flux end that the difficulty of
items chinge over time. The implication iS that rankings determined
croSs-sectionally will be valid only #or that point in tine at Which
they ire cdApoid'and that they will not be maintained over time because
the rAnkings for the individual subjects are fluctuating. This argues
tor more emphasis to be put on doing longitudinal studies in second .

langUage acquitition
research-instead of assuming that cross-sectionaRy

derived rankings will mirror the ordering found over time. It also
implies that these longitudinal studies should cover a fairly long
period of tine with testings at frequent intervals.:This is ueCessary
because the Acquisition process appears to be one of gradual improvement -
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with a great deal of backsliding.

Also important in this longitudinal study would be determining

if different items correlated with each other. In the present study,

it did not Ippear to be the case that_certain categories were learned

with others. An analysis'of Tables 20 through 22 revealed that there

were no significant correlations between two categories on all three

testings. In a longitudinal study, hdWever, such correlations may

become apparent.

5.5 What is the Degree of Diversity from Ohe Subject to
Another with Regard to the Longitudinal Orderings?.,

In addition to the individual orderings changing over, time, there

'was a great deal of diversity in how these orderings changed. It was

not the case that the fluctuations of the individual subjects appeared

oto be similar. In addition to accounting for the ,differences between

the Finnish and Spanish subjects, the Monitor Model might also ammmt

for this large diversity found among the subjects. Since the tasks in

the study allow monitoring, the errors are predicted to be more idio-

syncratic. Thus there would be less consensus among the subjects. The

effect of monitoring might also account for the fluctuation in the

individual rankings from one test time to the next.

One implication from the diversity found in.the study would be

that the language acquisition process is not as uniform among the

learners as indicated in previous second language acquisition studies

(ie., Dulay and Burt, 1973, 1974; Bailey, Madden and Krashen, 1974).

Before such conclusions are Made, however, further investigation needs

to be made into how much monitoring effects the results of controlled

studies. It may:be that in natural speech, the subjects would be more

uniform in their difficulty hierarchies.

A practical implicatibn of this diversity for ESL teachers is that

they should not be,surprised if their students
do not grasp the same

structures at the same time. Given here that the Students found dif-

ferent things difficult at different times,
they should also not be

surprised if a student seems to have
little,difficulty with an item

:at one time but more difficulty with the saMe item later. Fluctuation's

in difficulty were found with all the Subjects and especially prevalent

was the backsliding.
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5.6 Can the Acquisition
Process of Complementation

Be Seen as a Continuum Over Time?

Unlike.the results of the phonological
study by Dickerson (1975)and the syntax study

on negation by Hyltenstam
(1977), which indicated

that the acquisition
process was a continuum,

the results of the presentstudy do not indicate that the acquisition
process of English sentential

complementation is a continuum. As discussed
in Sections 5.4 and 5.5,the rankings for individual

subjects fluctuate
from test timeato test

/
time and there was a great deal of

diversity in the rankings over timefrom subject tO subject.
It was not the case that one Sequential or-.dering was evident in the marjority of the subjects over the entiretesting period.

Although the overall acquisition process did not appear to be acontinuum process, there did appear to be evidence of internal regu-larity (Adjemian, 1976) in the interlanguage
Of a second language

learner. In analyzing
individual responses -and by looking at the dif-ferent environments,

it was found that
the responses of the subjects.were not haphazard but'were

consistent for certain verbs in differentenvironments.

5.7 Conclusion

The most important
finding in this study is the existence of var-iation in the acquisition of English sentential

complement structures
and the fact that such variation is obscured by cross-Sectional

groupdata. It was found that over time there is a great deal of fluctuationin individual rankings of difficulty. Not only wasthere variation
within an individual, but there was also variation from one language
learner to the next. In other words, in addition to varying over timefor an individual,

rankings of difficulty also variecI from individualto individual. The language learning
process seemG to be very indi-vidualistic.

Such findings add confirmation
to the doubts raised by

Rosansky (1976) and others about the validity of equating group rank-ings with individual
rankings and of equating

cros5-sectiona1 rankings
with longitudinal rankings.

The implication of this finding is that researchers must be waryof making claims about the language
acquisition process based upon

cross-sectional group data. That this process seems to Ifary from in-dividual to individual indicates that
language is not learned in the

same way by every individual.
More detailed'studies of individual

language learners
are needed in order to adequately describe'the 140language learning process.
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A further implication of this study is that current theories of

language acquisition must account for variation in the language learning

process. The fact that there was a great deal of variability in the

responses of individual subjects over time N cannot be ignored. As

stated in Section 2.2.2, the interlanguage hypothesis cannot account

for variability. Yet variability was so prevalent that rankings fluc-

tuated significantly from testing to testing for most of the subjects.

An adequate theory of language acquisifion must be able to account

'for this variability. The notion that the acquisition process be thought

of as a linguistic continuum
has merit because of its ability to account

for the dynamic aspect of language learning. Learners dOynotseem to

proceed through a succession of well-defined and coherent systems as

the interlanguage hypothesis assumes but to move within a continuum.

And within this continuum, there will be backsliding and fluctuations.
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APPENDIX I

COMPLEMENTATION TEST

I. Translate the following sentences into English

1. Haluan, ettX John menee.

2. Mary auttai Johnia opiskelemaan tutkintoaan varten.

3. Han lupasi BiPille, ettR han lähtisi.

4. John paNtti, etta han menisi Chicagoon.

5. Bill luulee, etta Mary rakastaa Johnia.

6. Bill sanoi, ettei ole totta, etta Mary menee Chicagoon.

7. Bill mybnsi rikkoneensa ikkunan.

8. John nauttii autonsa pesemisestg.

9. Bill saattoi pUtdkseen talonsa maalaamisen.

10. Mary lopetti tupakoimisen.

11. John unohti tavata Maryn Wen.

12. Kuulin pojan laulavan.

II. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the word(s) in

parentheses.

Example: The teacher knows where the student is

(to be)

1. I laughed at it. (to hear)

2. I saw the tree . (to fall)

3. Bill wants . (Bill leave)

4. Money makes people (to be happy)

5. the exam is not good. (I fail)

6. John to be elected. (it is probable)

7. I was delighted at . (he came)

to the show. (to go)

. (to shout)

her car. (Mary drives)

8. Bill recommended that they

9. I heard the girt

10. Mary likes

11. Mary's father insisted that she
every night. (to study)

12. The doctor made Mary . (to be well)

13. He enjoyed . (Mary sang)

14. The guard let the people . (to enter)

IIIr Combinethe following sentences to formfa sentence with
One of the three types of clauses: infinitival (e.g.,
John stopped to read), gerundive (e.g., John stopped
reading), or clausal (e.g., John thought that he should
read).

Example: John stopped it. John was reading a book.

John stopped reading the book.

I. Bob wanted it. Sam did pass his exam.

2. John denied. John didn't steal the-money.

3. Bill planned it. Bill went to Chicago-.

4. It wat necessary. Mary did pass her exam.

5. John prevented it. Mary wanted to buy a new dress.

6. John thinks it is so..Bill is intelligent.

7. 1 a* thinking about it. I want to go on a trip.

8. The Trojans demanded it. Helen returned home.

9. He is interested in it. He plays baseball.

10. Mary expected it. John sold his car.

11. Mary resented it. Sam won the prize.

12. Mary hopes it is so; John will buy a new car.

13; The people enjoyed it. Mary-Sang yesterday.

14, The Romans suggested it. The Greeks surrender.

15. It is bad. John is angny.

16. It is likely. John will go to ChicagO.

IV. Complete the sentences below by using the sentences in
the parentheses.

Example: Mary hated leaving New York

(Mary left New York)
.

1. I want

(I went to the show)

2. Mary must remember'

3. I noticed

(The cat ate the bird)

4. The students can't help

(Mary returned the books)

5. The police stopped

(They are anony)

(He was driving too fast)
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6. Mary promised

(Mary went)

7. They have finished

8. Elill'had thoughb

(They built a house)

(John bought a car)

9. John decided

(He broke the window)

10. The little boy admitted

11. He forgot

(He broke the window)

(He told her a lie)

V. Complete the following sentences by selecting the cor-
rect word.or phrase and circlin7 the correct answer.

a university.Example: I want to a. join
b. assist
c. attend
d. attend to

1

1. We plan on a. swim in the lake today.

b. Swimming
c. to swim
d. that we swim

2. No one regrets a. them going away.
b. for them
c. their
d. for their

3. That John will win the race a. appearse
b. seems
c. happens
d. matters

4. John made Mary a. cooks the dinner.

b. cooking
c. to cook
d. cook

5. 1 saw a. the boy to fall
b. for the boy to fall
c. for the boy fall
d. the boy fall

6. The car is a. impossible to be sold.

b. necessary
c. probable
d. unlikely
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7. a. John
b. That John
c. For John
d. John's

8. Please let a. me to go
b. me going
c. that I go
d. me go

is nice is well-known.

9. Bill suggested that Mary a. sees a doctor.
b. seeing
c. see
d. to see

10. It is impossible a. for to finish the work
b. finish
c:-for finish
d. to finish

11. Too much ice cream makes children a. to be sick
b. sick
c. being sick
d. were sick

12. a. His to bd rich is unfair.
b. Him
C. For him
d. For his

13. John should have Mary a. rto bake
b. bake
c. bakes
d. baking

some bread.

14. Mary believes in a. tell the truth.
b. tells
c. to tell
d. telling

15. I heard a. for the teacher sing'
b. the teacher sing
c. for the teacher to sing
d. the teacher sing

(-
16. John is a. likely to be elected

b. impossible
c. unusual
d. strange

17. John had hoped a. to go
b. going
c. goes
d. that John go
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18. I enjoy a. that I fish
b. fishing
c. fish
d. to fish

19. Mary Can't make the silver a. to be shined
b. shinihg
c. being shined

John likes jazz music.
Mary likes jazz music.

yes nod. shine
yes-- nd--

.(

20. Bill likes a. Bill to play baseball. 1. John is eager to pleate.
.b. for Bill to play

c. to play
John pleases someone.

d. himself to play
Someone pleases John. g: 2-

21. I couldn't walk after my operation so the doctor 2. Mary asked Bill to leave.,
didn't want a. him to go home

Bill left.
g: -::--:

Mary left.b. I

_
c. me
d. my

3. Bill stepped smoking.

Bill smoked somewhere.
yes no

VI. Substitute the following verbs into the sentences
Bill doesn't smoke.

4. John forgot to tell'Mary about the

yes no--
above them, BE SURE AND MAKE ALL THE NECESSARY CHANPES!

accident.
Example: John loves to go fishing.-

John hates going tiahing.

John told-Mary about the accident. yes no'
1. Mary.thinks that John went to Chicago.

4. Jane promised Sam to come.
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VII. Check the appropriate response.

Example: John likes jazz music but Mary doesn't.'

Mary expected

Mary noticed
Sam came.
Jane came.

y W.
*. Mary is easy to please.

es'''. no:

Mary thought about

Mary stopped

Mary decided

. Someone pleases Mary.Mary forgot about
Mary pleases someone.

Mary helped

Bill stoOped to talk.2. Bill likes to play baseball.

Bill talked somewhere.Bill wants
Bill didn't talk.

Bill stopped

Bill believes in

Bill denied

Bill hbpes

Bill plans on

Bill admits

Bill finished
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8. John forgot telling Jane about the
-robbery.

yes no__
yes no

yes no
Yes no

John told Jane about the robbery'.
Yns. ng_
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